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ABSTRACT
Ongom, Patrick O. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2016. Association Mapping of
Gene Regions for Drought Tolerance and Agronomic Traits in Sorghum. Major
Professor: Gebisa Ejeta.
Genetic improvement of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) for drought
tolerance and grain yield is challenging because of the complex nature of these traits. To
make this process more tractable, studies were conducted to investigate the genetic
architecture of these traits by employing a novel multi-parent advanced generation
intercross (MAGIC) population. The population was formed from 19 founder lines through
ten generations of random mating, aided by genetic male sterility (GMS) system. This was
followed by seven cycles of self-pollination through single seed descent (SSD) to form
1000 MAGIC lines. Two hundred of these were genotyped using a high throughput
genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) platform.
In the first study, genomic structure of the MAGIC population was dissected to
depict its potential in breeding and genetic studies. A total of 79,728 SNPs were identified
in gene rich regions across the genome. The MAGIC founders showed high genetic
diversity, and 73% of their alleles were found to segregate within the MAGIC subset.
Structure analyses provided no strong evidence for stratification within the MAGIC
population. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns showed the MAGIC subset to be highly
recombined, with LD decaying to r2 ≤ 0.2 at 40kb and down to r2 ≤ 0.1 at 220kb. Three

xviii
known plant height genes: DWARF1 (Chr.9), DWARF2 (Chr.6) and DWARF3 (Chr.7) were
identified through genome-wide association study (GWAS), demonstrating the mapping
potential of the MAGIC panel.
A second study assessed the magnitude of genotypic (G) variation vis-a-vis the
environment (E) and genotype-by-environment interaction (GEI) variances, for drought
tolerance and other agronomic traits in the MAGIC population. Post-anthesis drought-like
stress was imposed on the MAGIC subset using a foliar spray of a salt desiccant (sodium
chlorate). Stress tolerance levels of the MAGIC lines were quantified based on four stress
response indices: grain yield reduction (GYR), stress tolerance index (STI), stress
susceptibility index (SSI) and mean productivity (MP). In addition, phenotyping for grain
yield (GY), days to half bloom (DHB) and plant height (PHT) was conducted across
multiple environments. Significant G, E, and GEI were observed among MAGIC
genotypes for all drought indices and other agronomic traits. The E component of variance
had the highest proportion for all measured traits. GGE-biplot analysis identified adaptable
and/or higher-yielding and stable genotypes. The study revealed high genetic variation for
drought response and agronomic traits but also showed a significant presence of GEI,
suggesting the need for detailed analyses and interpretations beyond the main effects to
make the most gain from selection.
The final study connected the DNA polymorphism information in the MAGIC
population to phenotypic variability through GWAS to identify genomic regions associated
with drought tolerance, grain yield (GY), yield stability (YS) and 100 seed weight (HSW).
GWAS exposed four candidate genomic regions associated with drought tolerance. These
regions harbored fourteen candidate genes, orthologous to genes in Arabidopsis thaliana,

xix
maize (Zea may) and rice (Oryza sativa) with functional annotations depicted in abiotic
stress defenses. Additionally, three suggestive association signals each for GY, YS and
HSW were detected. The genes proximal to these regions were previously shown by maize
transcriptomic analysis to be involved in phytohormone biosynthesis, carbohydrate
metabolism, sugar transport and stress defense. The results of this study provide insights
into the nature of genetic variations governing drought tolerance and grain yield traits in
sorghum. Knowledge gained from GEI dissection may be utilized in breeding programs to
select lines with improved yield and drought tolerance. Additionally, the information from
the MAGIC panel SNP polymorphisms and candidate gene detection provide research
avenues to further refine/narrow down genomic regions associated with these
agronomically important traits, and also opens gates for genetic enhancement through
genomic aided selections.
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1

Introduction

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) originated in sub-Saharan Africa where it
is a predominant food crop, and it is now a major source of animal feed in the United States
(Kapanigowda et al., 2013). Sorghum is one of the world's leading cereal crops, and its
significance as a biofuel crop is increasing. Worldwide, sorghum is the 5 th most important
grain crop, after maize, wheat, rice, and barley. Sorghum is grown in about 100 countries,
66 out of which cultivate the crop on more than 1000 ha (Deb et al., 2004). Developing
countries, especially Africa and Asia account for more than 90% of world’s sorghum
cultivation. The sorghum growing areas are mostly semi-arid where water scarcities are
frequent. Sorghum is better adapted than maize to stress environments, especially low soil
moisture which makes it a better suite cereal to support the poor of the world, 25% of whom
are expected to experience severe water scarcity by 2025 (Wani et al., 2001).
Sorghum has a relatively small genome size (~730 Mbp) which makes it an attractive
model for understanding the structure, function, and evolution of cereal genomes (Paterson,
2008). Sorghum represents tropical grasses with “C4” photosynthetic mechanism that have
intricate biochemical and morphological adaptations to improve carbon assimilation at
high temperatures. Sorghum is also much more closely related than rice to many major
cereal crops with complex genomes and high levels of gene duplication. Therefore, broader
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inferences can be drawn through synteny analysis from the sorghum genome without the
need to deal with the complex genomes of related species.
Despite its resilience, sorghum is affected by a range of biotic and abiotic yield
constraints, including drought, temperature, and nutrient deficiency. Most of the reduction
in yield due to abiotic stresses is attributed to drought both at pre- and post-anthesis stages
of development (Rosenow and Clark, 1995; Rosenow and Ejeta, 1996; Tuinstra et al., 1997;
Nguyen and Blum, 2004). Improving drought tolerance and grain yield are challenging
because of the complex nature of these traits. They are quantitatively inherited and
expression confounded by the effect of genotype-by-environment interactions.
Nevertheless, past breeding efforts have identified several sorghum varieties with high
grain yield and improved drought tolerance (Ejeta, 1986; Ejeta and Rosenow, 1993; Leslie,
2008; Reddy et al., 2008; Wani et al., 2009). Decades of genetic research have also aided
identifications of quantitative trait loci governing sorghum drought tolerance, particularly
stay green (Tuinstra and Grote, 1996; Tuinstra et al., 1998; Crasta et al., 1999; Tao et al.,
2000; Xu et al., 2000; Hash et al., 2003; Harris and Subudhi, 2007) and grain yield traits
(Kordenaeej, 2008; Reddy et al., 2013; Shehzad and Okuno, 2014; Han et al., 2015;
Gutema et al., 2016). Despite these efforts, the genetic mechanisms of drought tolerance
and grain yield are still poorly understood. With recent advances in genomics, new genetic
resources and statistical techniques are being developed to enhance the dissection of these
complex traits. This chapter provides a survey of literature on the genetic architecture of
drought and grain yield. It expounds on and compares major genetic resources that have
been deployed to understand underlying variations for drought tolerance and grain yield
traits, especially, bi-parental versus multi-parental populations. Finally, quantitative loci
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(QTL) mapping approaches are presented, with applications in mapping drought tolerance
and grain yield traits in sorghum and other crop species.
1.2

The concept of drought

Drought is defined meteorologically as a prolonged dry spell creating a moisture
deficiency that has an adverse impact on plants, and it is one of the most important factors
that limit crop productivity around the world (Connor et al., 2011). The occurrence and
severity of drought is dependent on several factors including rainfall, evaporation balance,
soil water holding capacity, crop type, rooting habit, stage of crop development, high
temperature, high wind, and low relative humidity (Mutava, 2009). Consequently, drought
operates at different levels and its understanding often differs depending on the level of
operation. The levels at which drought may be perceived are presented in Table 1. This
document will use an agricultural drought definition which results in soil water deficiency
that will lead to plant drought stress resulting in reduced biomass and eventually reduced
yields.
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Table 1-1 Types of drought experienced in sorghum
Type of drought Development stage
Seedling

drought stress

1. post emergence
and early

vegetative growth

Important process

Germination rate and
percentage

Root and shoot growth
Flower initiation

Pre-flowering

drought stress

2. Panicle initiation
and flowering

Pollen and ovule development
Anther opening, pollination,
pollen germination, pollen
tube growth, and stigma
receptivity

Post-flowering
drought stress

3. Post flowering
and Grain filling

Adopted from (Mutava, 2009)

Seed development, seed

filling rate and duration, seed
composition

Process affected
Plant population
Leaf area, resource
capture, structure
and biomass

Initial yield potential
Pollen numbers and
viability, ovule

viability, Flower
abortion
Seed set
Embryo abortion,
seed number per

panicle, seed size,

grain yield and grain
quality
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1.3

Mechanisms of drought adaptations and responses

Precise drought phenotyping requires an adequate understanding of underlying
phenological, morphological and physiological mechanisms and responses. Mechanisms
of drought resistance have been placed into two broad categories: Drought avoidance and
drought tolerance (Ribaut, 2006). In this respect, morpho-physiological features like deep
roots, early flowering, deposition of epicuticular waxes, osmotic adjustment (OA), that
enable the plant, to maintain hydration are classified under drought avoidance. In addition,
drought escape where the plant has the ability to complete its life cycle before a plant water
deficit can develop, is sometimes considered a form of drought avoidance, although some
authors considers it as a third mechanism. Conversely, features (e.g., remobilization of
stem-water-soluble carbohydrates and accumulation of molecular protectants) that allow
the plant to maintain, at least partially, proper functionality in a severely dehydrated state
is classified under dehydration (desiccation) tolerance.
Morphological symptoms are indicators of drought response. For instance,
susceptible sorghum genotypes grown under pre-flowering drought stress show leaf rolling,
unusual leaf erectness, delayed flowering, floret abortion, reduced seed set and panicle size,
and reduced plant height (Prasad et al., 2008). Hence, normal panicle development, good
seed set and typical leaf morphology are indicative of tolerance to pre-flowering drought
stress (Craufurd et al., 1993). Under post-flowering drought stress, susceptible sorghum
genotypes exhibit premature leaf and stalk senescence, and reduced seed weight. Tolerance
to moisture stress at this stage is manifested by a stay-green phenotype and normal grain
filling (Xu et al., 2000). Normal grain filling under post-flowering drought stress in
sorghum is supported by remobilization of stored reserves, a physiological response
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triggered by decline in current photosynthesis (Blum et al., 1997; Blum, 1998; Kordenaeej,
2008). This is because leaf photosynthesis alone is not sufficient to support respiration and
grain growth under drought stress conditions (Rawson et al., 1983). Therefore, a
considerable amount of the carbohydrates used during grain filling must come from
reserves assimilated before anthesis (Gent, 1994). For most crop species, stems are more
important reserve storage organs compared to roots (Blum, 1998), and in dry areas yield is
largely dependent on stem reserves used for grain filling.
Osmotic adjustment (OA) is also known to sustain growth while the plant is meeting
transpiration demand by reducing its leaf water potential (Ali et al., 1999). As the plant
detects a water-deficit stress, it may accumulate a variety of osmotically active compounds
such as amino acids, sugars and ions inside its cells, resulting in a lowering of the cell
osmotic potential. This allows plants to maintain turgor and survive better at low water
status. It has, however, been argued that OA probably does not allow the plant to draw
much extra water from the soil and that this could come at a cost in yield potential.
Therefore, grain yield or relative grain yield is an important trait to select for in developing
drought-resistant cultivars (Ribaut, 2006).
1.4

Genetic variations for drought and yield traits

Drought tolerance and grain yield are quantitative traits, with complex phenotypes,
often confounded by plant phenology and genotype-by-environment interaction. For
drought, the environmental complication is that several types of abiotic stress, such as high
temperatures, high irradiance, and nutrient toxicities or deficiencies can challenge plants
simultaneously (Fleury et al., 2010). There are no specific genes for drought resistance or
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high grain yield, but rather, there are genes for traits that contribute to these traits (Ludlow
and Muchow, 1990). The component traits that have been exploited to study drought
tolerance are those that have moderate to high heritability values under drought stress,
which include grain yield, stay green, chlorophyll content, chlorophyll fluorescence,
canopy temperature and transpiration efficiency (Harris and Subudhi, 2007). For instance,
moderate broad sense heritability values for 1000 grain weight (0.47) and grain yield (0.48)
were reported by Idris et al., (2015) when the sorghum genotypes were evaluated under
post-flowering drought stress. Haussmann et al. (1999) assessed the quantitative genetic
parameters in sorghum under drought stress and found that the genotype-by-environment
interaction variances were larger than genotypic variances for grain yield, above-ground
dry matter, and harvest index, with corresponding heritability values ranging between 0.72
and 0.84. Large genetic variation for grain yield measured under drought stress were also
reported among 57 recombinant inbred lines of sorghum (Menkir and Ejeta, 2003). The
same authors reported heritability estimates for grain yield, plant height and days to
flowering under stressed environments of 0.54, 0.93 and 0.86 respectively.
Drought indices have also been used in several crops to select for drought tolerance,
particularly, post-anthesis drought. These indices including stress tolerance index (STI),
stress susceptibility index (SSI), and mean productivity (MP), display high genetic
variations and are indicative of genotype responses under drought stress (Fischer and
Maurer, 1978; Rosielle and Hamblin, 1980; Blum et al., 1983; Maleki et al., 2008; Boussen
et al., 2010; Ali et al., 2013; Menezes, 2014; Ongom et al 2016). Evaluation of drought
response based on these indices are achieved by testing genotypes both under moisture
stress and stress-free environments and computing the indices using grain yield.
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An alternative approach is to artificially induce stress during grain filling using salt
desiccants, and computing a stress response index based on relative yield performances in
stressed and stress-free plants (Haley and Quick, 1993; Blum, 1998; Beheshti and
Behboodi, 2010; Ongom et al., 2016). The principle behind drought simulation using salt
desiccants is based on the fact that leaf desiccation stress induced after anthesis interferes
with current photosynthesis, and thus revealing the capacity for grain filling by stem
reserves (Blum, 1998; Beheshti and Behboodi, 2010). Selection therefore exploits genetic
differences in the capacity to remobilize stored reserves when current assimilate is
inhibited by stress.
1.5

QTL mapping for complex traits

Traits that are controlled by a single gene have been important in elucidating the
mechanisms of inheritance, yet most traits that are important in agriculture, including yield,
drought tolerance and disease resistance, are quantitative. Identifying genes for complex
traits is important in enhancing our understanding of these traits and the potential for their
improvement (Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Bernardo, 2008). Traditionally, gene identification
has not been considered in the studies of complex traits (Goddard and Hayes, 2009;
Breseghello and Coelho, 2013). Selection has been based on estimated breeding values
calculated from phenotypic records and pedigrees, and on knowledge of the heritability of
each trait, a process which has been successful, but slow. Therefore, to improve on these
traits, it would be advantageous to identify genes for them and select individuals carrying
the desirable alleles (Bernardo, 2008). Recent advances in molecular genetic technologies
have shifted the focus of practical crop improvement from phenotype-based selections to
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that enhanced by molecular markers. The ability to inexpensively and densely
map/sequence genomes has facilitated development of molecular breeding strategies using
genome wide prediction approaches (Heffner et al., 2009; Bernardo, 2010).
Genetic mapping is the process of arranging genetic markers on the chromosome
based on the relative genetic distances (recombination frequencies) between them. The aim
of genetic mapping is often the location of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in the genome,
and the magnitude of their effects on the quantitative trait (Bernardo, 2002; Myles et al.,
2009). This is done with the help of molecular markers which provide guideposts in
pinpointing the location of specific genes. As noted by Bernardo, (2002), using only a few
markers spaced far apart reduces the precision in locating the genes; hence, the availability
of high-density genetic maps is a prerequisite for precise finding of QTL in the genome.
Quantitative trait loci mappings have been achieved by following two main
approaches; linkage mapping (Bi-parental or Family mapping) and recently, association
mapping (Population mapping or Linkage disequilibrium mapping). The two mapping
approaches both exploit recombination’s ability to break up the genome into fragments
which can be related with the phenotypic variation (Myles et al., 2009). The degree of
control over recombination is what creates the difference between the two, and they both
have their own strengths and weaknesses.
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1.5.1

Family-based QTL mapping

Family based QTL mapping uses families with known pedigree structure. That is,
pairs of individuals are crossed to generate mapping population in which relatedness is
known (Kloth et al., 2012). An elaborate review of the type of mapping populations
required for family mapping have been provided by Semagn et al. (2010), the most
commonly used ones being F2, backcross and recombinant inbred populations. The
advantage of family mapping is that it requires few genetic markers to cover the genome,
and it has a highly statistical power per allele and the effect of rare allele can be detected
(Semagn, et al., 2010, Vinod, 2006). The disadvantages of family based mapping are; first,
only a few recombination events that have occurred within families and pedigrees can be
studied (Semagn, et al., 2010, Zhu, et al., 2008). Second, it requires evenly distributed
markers spaced at 10-20cM and a large number of informative individuals, a condition
practically almost impossible to attain, often resulting in low mapping resolution (Holland,
2007, Semagn, et al., 2010). The method is further limited by the fact that different QTL
segregate in different family mapping populations, causing inconsistent detection of QTL
across mapping populations (Holland, 2007). In addition, Family mapping is clearly
limited by cost of constructing mapping populations and evaluating a large number of lines.
1.5.2

Association mapping

The limitations posed by family based QTL mapping have lead researchers to begin
studying genetics of complex traits in large populations. Association mapping (AM) is a
relatively new technique used to resolve complex trait variation down to the sequence level
by exploiting historical and evolutionary recombination events in a population (Zhu et al.,
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2008; Kloth et al., 2012). It was introduced into plants by Thornsberry et al. (2001) and
since then AM has attracted attention in genetic research because of advances in high
throughput genomic technologies coupled with interests in identifying novel and superior
alleles, and improvements in statistical methods. Association mapping exploits linkage
disequilibrium among numerous individuals in a diverse population (Atwell et al., 2010;
Ingvarsson and Street, 2011). Phenotype and genotype data are collected from populations
in which relatedness is not known and correlation between genetic markers and phenotypes
are sought within this population (Myles et al., 2009).
The overall approach of association mapping in plants varies based on the
methodology chosen, but the basic scheme (Figure 1-1) involves: (1) a collection of highly
diverse germplasm; (2) Phenotyping the germplasm (3) genotyping a mapping population
with available molecular markers; (4) quantification of the extent of LD of a chosen
population genome using molecular marker data; (5) assessment of the population structure
and kinship; and (6) correlation of phenotypic and genotypic/haplotypic data with the
application of an appropriate statistical approach that reveals “marker tags” positioned
within close proximity of targeted traits of interest. Consequently, a specific gene(s)
controlling a QTL of interest can be cloned using the marker tags and annotated for an
exact biological function.
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Figure 1- 1 The general scheme of association mapping

Source: (Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008)

According to Risch and Merikangas, (1996) association mapping falls into two
categories; candidate gene association study (CGAS) and genome-wide association study
(GWAS). In CGAS, only a few genetic markers thought to control a trait are genotyped
and correlated with the phenotype (Zhu et al., 2008; Myles et al., 2009). CGAS was
originally used in human population mapping for diseases but has been considered
inefficient for failure to detect most known disease genes (Myles et al., 2009). It has been
observed that CGAS may work in plants, but only for genes whose role in a phenotype is
previously known and/or for genes involved in known biochemical pathways (Risch and
Merikangas, 1996; Myles et al., 2009; Hall et al., 2010). Because of limitation in the choice
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of candidate genes that are identified, CGAS approach always runs the risk of missing
causal mutation that are located in non-identified candidate genes.
The surest approach is to cover the entire genome with genetic markers. This
genome-wide scan ensures that enough markers are genotyped across the genome such that
functional alleles will likely be in linkage disequilibrium with at least one of the genotyped
markers (Myles et al., 2009; Hall et al., 2010). An important note to consider is that the
GWAS requires high capacity DNA sequencing instruments or high-density
oligonucleotide (oligo) arrays to efficiently identify SNPs at a density that accurately
reflects genome-wide LD structure and allelic diversity (Semagn et al., 2010). With the
continued decrease in sequencing and genotyping costs, GWAS is increasingly becoming
more feasible and applicable. Since GWAS does not depend on prior information about
candidate genes, it is a promising method to identify novel loci involved in complex
phenotypic traits (Kloth et al., 2012). It has, however, been noted that GWAS is not a
replacement of traditional QTL mapping but the methods can complement each other, and
a combination of both approaches can lead to a better understanding of causal genetic
polymorphisms (Mitchell-Olds, 2010).
1.5.2.1 Advantages and limitations of association mapping
The main aim of most mapping studies is the identification of the quantitative trait
nucleotides that are responsible for phenotypic variation (Myles et al., 2009). The interest
is often focused on using a reliable approach with high capacity of detecting true
associations. To date, the benefit of association mapping over traditional family-based QTL
mapping have been emphasized; (i) availability of broader genetic variations with wider
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background for marker-trait correlations (i.e., many alleles evaluated simultaneously), (ii)
likelihood for a higher resolution mapping because of more recombination events from a
large number of meiotic events throughout the germplasm development history, (iii)
possibility of exploiting historically measured trait data for association, and (iv) no need
for the development of expensive and tedious bi-parental populations that makes approach
timesaving and cost-effective (Yu and Buckler, 2006; Holland, 2007; Myles et al., 2009;
Kloth et al., 2012).
On the other hand, Myles, et al. (2009) noted that association mapping may involve
a significant phenotyping burden because of the large sample sizes required. Also,
obtaining reliable phenotypic measurements from a population of plants that are adapted
to different growing conditions may present limitations in the use of certain germplasm.
Association mapping is difficult to perform in species that do not have well-annotated
genomes, since it requires extensive knowledge of SNPs within the genome of the
organism of interest. More sequence for crop plants is deposited in public databases. The
other problem with association mapping is the presence of spurious associations, that is,
associations between a phenotype and markers that are not linked to any causative loci. It
is often caused by stratification in the population under study, and also by other factors that
increase or decrease LD (Atwell et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2010).
Population stratification, sometimes called “structure” or “substructure”, implies
the presence of genetically different groups in the population under study. It occurs, for
example, when individuals in the population under study have not mated randomly for at
least several generations. Complex patterns of population structure and relatedness
generated by lack of random mating has been confirmed in crops and wild plants (Flint-
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Garcia et al., 2005; Nordborg et al., 2005). These complex patterns of genetic relatedness
complicates marker-phenotype covariance in association mapping in that significant
associations between many genetic markers and the phenotype will be detected, when
actually the markers only tag genetic relatedness (Myles et al., 2009). Other population
factors that cause spurious associations have been elucidated by Semagn, et al. (2010) and
they include: (i) factors that can lead to an increase in linkage disequilibrium (e.g.,
population admixture, population bottleneck or small population size, natural and artificial
selection, inbreeding, genetic isolation between lineages, and low recombination rate); (ii)
factors that lead to a decrease or disruption in LD (e.g., outcrossing, high recombination
rate, and high mutation rate); and (iii) other factors that may lead to either an increase or a
decrease in LD between some pairs of alleles (e.g., mutations and genomic rearrangements).
The factors described above all affect the LD. Therefore, any evolutionary force that
increases LD beyond that expected by chance in a population will inflate the rate of falsepositive associations.
1.5.2.2 The concept of LD and significance in association mapping
As a matter of definition, linkage disequilibrium is the non-random association of
alleles at two or more loci such that certain combinations of alleles are more likely to occur
together on a chromosome than others (Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008; Myles
et al., 2009). It measures the degree to which alleles at two loci are associated. The concept
of LD is often confused with genetic linkage which describes the co-inheritance or
transmission of alleles that are physically close to each other on a chromosome. Therefore,
LD describes the behavior of alleles at the population level while genetic linkage deals
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with relationships of proximal alleles on a particular chromosome (Abdurakhmonov and
Abdukarimov, 2008; Myles et al., 2009). Genetic linkage is just one of the many factors
that sets a population in disequilibrium, that is, tight linkage may result in high levels of
LD between alleles in a population (Stich et al., 2006; Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov,
2008; Myles et al., 2009). Consequently, LD is beneficial in genetic mapping only if the
disequilibrium of the population is due to close distances between markers (less
recombination), and not because of other population factors like genetic drift, structure or
relatedness. Genetic factors other than linkage often cause significant association between
more distant loci or even loci located on different chromosomes, giving rise to false
association between marker and phenotype in association mapping (Stich et al., 2006;
Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008).
LD was conceptualized by Jennings in 1917 and quantified by Lewtonin in 1964.
The commonly used statistics to measure the extent of LD are: D (disequilibria), Dꞌ
(standardized version of D) and r2 (coefficient of determination). Different measures of LD
and the formulae have been reviewed in details by many authors (Huttley et al., 1999; FlintGarcia et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2005; Stich et al., 2006; Abdurakhmonov and
Abdukarimov, 2008; Myles et al., 2009). One should, however, exercise caution on the
choice of LD measures, as they are dependent on the study objective (Abdurakhmonov and
Abdukarimov, 2008). For instance, Dꞌ is effective for the comparing different allele
frequencies across loci, but is highly exaggerated in a small sample size and low-allele
frequencies (Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008). Because of this, LD values that
are intermediate become risky for comparing different LD studies and it is recommended
that such values be validated with the r2 before using for quantification of the extent of LD
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(Huttley et al., 1999; Flint-Garcia et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2005; Stich et al., 2006;
Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008; Myles et al., 2009). The r 2 (square of correlation
coefficient between two loci) on the other hand is more reliable than Dꞌ in cases where
allele frequencies are low. It has therefore been argued that r2 is the appropriate LD measure
for association mapping and it is also indicative of the correlation between a marker and
the trait (Gupta et al., 2005; Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008).
Given that LD measures correlations between polymorphisms in a population,
genotyped markers are used as tags for causal variants since the genotypes of these markers
are highly correlated with the genotypes of the causal variant. Accordingly, the power of
association mapping depends on the extent of LD between the genotyped marker and the
causal variant (Myles et al., 2009). The distance between two markers has a functional
relationship with the strength of the correlation between them, that is: the closer two
markers are, the stronger the LD. For a QTL to be mapped with high resolution, the LD
must dissipate quickly with distance. Therefore, the initial step in most association studies
is the estimation of the LD in the population.
The dissipation of LD with distance varies significantly between species because
of the differences in mating systems (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). In self-pollinating species
like sorghum and rice, opportunities for recombination is much reduced compared to
outcrossing counterparts like maize (Nordborg, 2000), and therefore LD can extend to 100
kb and more (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003, 2005; Garris et al., 2005; Myles et al., 2009; Morris
et al., 2013). It has been noted that LD decay can also vary even within a species. An
example being maize, in which LD decays within 1 kb in land races, 2 kb in diverse inbred
lines, and up to 500 kb in commercial elite inbred lines (Jung et al., 2004; Myles et al.,
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2009). Evidences of LD decay among loci has also been shown and is attributed to positive
selection, which is capable of generating LD that is far above the genome-wide average
(Whitt et al., 2002). Therefore, if LD is extremely high (i.e., low LD decay), association
mapping will be less powerful as the resolutions will tend to approach those found in biparental mapping populations. This is the justification for the need to choose a diverse set
of germplasm to better exploit historical recombination events in the crop of interest
(Myles et al., 2009).
1.5.2.3 Designs and statistical methods for association mapping
Schulze and McMahon, (2002) and Bush and Moore, (2012) provided a
comprehensive review of different designs developed for association mapping studies in
human, but which are also very applicable in plants. The original classical methodology
developed in human genetics is a qualitative design (“case-control GWAS”) that identifies
the causative gene tags based on allele frequency differences in a sample of unrelated
diseased individuals (referred to as “cases”) and a sample of healthy individuals (referred
to as “controls”). For this design to function accurately, it requires an equal number of
unrelated and unstructured “case-control” samples. The method is therefore very sensitive
to population stratification. The case-control GWAS works best for categorical traits and
as such a quantitative design is preferred for quantitative traits (Bush and Moore, 2012).
GWAS based on quantitative deign looks at associations between differences in the
genomes and variation in phenotypes of individuals of an unknown relatedness, without
the need for a qualitative categorization, and it is the most common approach used in plants.
In either cases, population stratification poses the risk of false associations. Earlier
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scientists attempted to solve the problem of spurious association using methods like
haplotype relative risk (HRR) (Falk and Rubinstein, 1987), which involves creation of a
pseudo control” group (combination of two alleles that are not transmitted to affected
offspring), and correlating it with the marker allele frequencies in the case group. The
HHR was found to fairly reduce false associations but did not eliminate population
stratification effects. To efficiently reduce the confounding effects coming from population
structure and stratification, Spielman et al. (1993) developed transmission disequilibrium
test (TDT) method that compares transmission versus non-transmission of marker alleles
to affected offspring by using a chi-square test, assuming a linkage between marker and
trait.
A complete review of statistical approaches for adjusting population structure has
been presented (Myles et al., 2009). Structured association for instance, involves using the
program STRUCTURE to identify populations and then estimate the proportion of each
individual’s variation that came from a particular population. The matrix of these estimates
is called Q, and the estimates are used as covariates to control for population structure in
population mapping (Thornsberry et al., 2001). A second alternative is using principal
components analysis (PCA) to reduce the high-dimensional genotype data to a small
number of dimensions, and one can then use the axes of variation from these dimensions
to calculate ancestry-adjusted genotypes and phenotypes (Price et al., 2006). Estimation of
the Q matrix using STRUCTURE is computationally intensive and is designed for
unrelated individuals from populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, whereas PCA is
fast, makes no assumptions about the structure of the populations, and performs similarly
or better than STRUCTURE (Zhao et al., 2007).
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STRUCTURE and PCA may not fully capture stratification within the population.
To enhance these analyses, Yu et al. (2006) proposed a mixed-model approach which uses
a random effect to estimate the fraction of the phenotypic variation that can be explained
by genome-wide correlations (relatedness). The individual random deviations from the
population mean are constrained by assuming that the phenotypic covariance between
individuals is proportional to their relative relatedness or kinship (K), which is estimated
using genome-wide marker data. In addition to this random effect, population assignments
produced by the STRUCTURE algorithm (the Q matrix) is incorporated in the model as a
fixed effect. In general, the mix model is superior to the Q matrix, but in many cases a
combination Q+K appears to be the most powerful (Zhao et al., 2007; Myles et al., 2009).
The difficulty with the mixed model is that it fails to determine whether alleles that are
identical by state (i.e. the same genotype) are also identical by descent (i.e., inherited from
a common ancestor). A recently proposed restricted maximum likelihood estimate of the
probability of two alleles at the same locus being identical by state but not descent improves
the power of the mixed model (Stich et al., 2008). The computational speed of the mixed
model has also been improved by introduction of efficient mixed model association
(EMMA) and EMMA expedited (EMMAX) (Kang et al., 2010, Kang et al., 2008). Several
statistical software packages compatible with the aforementioned GWAS model
algorithms are available, and the most common and freely available ones being Trait
Analysis by association, Evolution, and Linkage (TASSEL) (Bradbury et al., 2007),
PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007), Genomic Association and Prediction Integrated Tool (GAPIT)
an R package that implements advanced statistical methods including the compressed
mixed linear model (CMLM) selection (Lipka et al., 2012).
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1.5.2.4 Applications of association mapping in plants
Since introduction into plants by Thornsberry et al. (2001), association mapping
has been used to identify genes of interest in many plant species with varying degrees of
success. A major flowering time locus in maize was mapped to a 2 kb interval of noncoding
DNA approximately 70 kb upstream of the gene whose expression it affects (Salvi et al.,
2007). In sorghum, Brown et al. (2008) used association mapping to fine-map of a
quantitative trait locus (QTL) for plant height on chromosome 9 (Sb-HT9.1). By reducing
the likely QTL interval for Sb-HT9.1 to approximately 100 kb, they demonstrated that
using diverse sets of germplasm in association mapping provides both power and high
resolution for a genome wide scan. Murray et al. (2009) conducted an association study
with a diverse panel of 125 sweet sorghums, genotyped with 47 simple sequence repeats
(SSRs) and 322 SNPs to confirm the major QTL for total stem sugar (brix) on chromosome
1, 12kb from a glucose-6-phosphate isomerase homolog. Upadhyaya et al. (2012) in
association mapping of the 39 SSR markers with 242 accessions from the sorghum mini
core collection, identified five markers associated with maturity or height; all clustered on
chromosomes 6, 9, and 10 with previously mapped height and maturity markers or QTLs.
1.5.2.5 Genetic resources for association mapping
Association mapping exploits the natural variation found in a species. There are
three main types of populations often considered for association mapping: germplasm
banks or world core collections, elite breeding materials, and synthetic populations
(Rosyara and Joshi, 2012). Core collections are attractive for association mapping because
they have broad adaptation and wide allele diversity. In addition, they offer optimal
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resolution required for association analysis due the appreciable level of historical
recombination events. A likely disadvantage of core collections is that they tend to be
structured. An example of core collections is the sorghum association panel (SAP)
assemble by Casa et al., (2008).
Elite breeding lines on the other hand are desirable for mapping quantitative traits,
including yield, yield components, and tolerance to abiotic stresses because they are
genetically stable and are well adapted to normal growing conditions. Elite lines are often
derived from a few founding parents and as such, recombination, hence LD, is expected to
be high. Elite lines are further desirable for AM because of the readily available phenotypic
data often accumulated in plant breeding programs from replicated field trials over years
and locations (Rosyara and Joshi, 2012). However, like in core collections, population
structure is an issue in elite material since closely related lines tend to be admitted to
advanced trials. A good example of elite lines for AM is a set of 553 maize inbred lines
utilized in identification of loci with major effect on oleic acid content in maize kernels
(Beló et al., 2008).
Synthetic populations are custom-made both for breeding and gene mapping
purposes and are considered as the next generation mapping resources, specifically
designed to minimize the limitations of natural mapping populations. Researchers are just
beginning to assess the potential of synthetic populations for AM, but emerging evidence
indicates that they best approximate the assumption of random mating because synthetics
are normally designed and maintained to minimize inbreeding (Rosyara and Joshi, 2012).
The first example of a synthetic population is the nested association mapping (NAM)
population, originally implemented in maize (Yu et al., 2008). NAM combines the
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strengths of linkage and association mapping to identify functional markers (Guo et al.,
2010) and population stratification is controlled by the NAM design itself (Yu et al., 2008;
Kump et al., 2011).
A second and most recent synthetic populations being advanced for AM are the
MAGIC populations (Bandillo et al., 2013; Mackay et al., 2014; Verbyla et al., 2014;
Holland, 2015; Huang et al., 2015). The MAGIC approach was first proposed for QTL
mapping of complex traits in a crop plant by Cavanagh et al. (2008). The MAGIC design
concept is similar to that of advanced intercross lines (AIL) proposed by Darvasi and Soller
(1995), except that AIL are still derived from a two parent cross, however, each generation
is sequentially and randomly intercrossed until advanced intercross generations are attained.
Generally, MAGIC populations are created by several generations of intercrossing among
multiple founder lines. Multiple founders contribute more allelic diversity than that
captured in typical bi-parental mapping populations, whereas the multiple cycles of
intercrossing give greater opportunities for recombination and hence, greater precision in
QTL location. MAGIC and MAGIC-like populations are now available in a range of plant
and crop species, including Arabidopsis (Kover et al., 2009), wheat (Huang et al., 2012;
Mackay et al., 2014), rice (Bandillo et al., 2013) and maize (Dell’Acqua et al., 2015). The
major challenges in developing MAGIC populations arise from complex design that
involve several founding parents and the lengthy time. In sorghum multiparent crosses have
historically been developed with the aid of genetic male sterility systems (Eberhart, 1972;
Maunder, 1972; Reddy and Stenhouse, 1994). The use of GSM facilitates the random
mating process and speeds up the MAGIC population development.
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1.6

Genotyping-by-sequencing

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have been used for whole genome
sequencing and for re-sequencing projects where the genomes of several specimens are
sequenced to discover large numbers of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Elshire
et al., 2011). Multiplex sequencing has also been accomplished by tagging randomly
sheared DNA fragments from different samples with unique, short DNA sequences
(barcodes) and pooling samples into a single sequencing channel (Craig et al., 2008). A
technically simple, highly multiplexed, genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) approach that is
suitable for population studies, germplasm characterization, breeding, and trait mapping in
diverse organisms has recently been developed Elshire, et al. (2011). This procedure is
based on high-throughput, next-generation sequencing of genomic subsets targeted by
restriction enzymes (REs). In species with large genomes, the use of REs in GBS is
important for the reduction of genome complexity to ensure sufficient overlap in sequence
coverage (Elshire et al., 2011). Reducing genome complexity with restriction enzymes
(REs) is easy, quick, extremely specific, highly reproducible, and may reach important
regions of the genome that are inaccessible to sequence capture approaches.
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CHAPTER 2. MATING DESIGN AND GENETIC STRUCTURE OF A MULTIPARENT ADVANCED GENERATION INTER-CROSS (MAGIC) POPULATION
OF SORGHUM (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moenech)
2.1

Abstract

MAGIC populations are powerful next generation mapping resources derived from
multiple generations of random mating in a carefully constructed large base population,
that effect recombination and high genetic variability. This study describes the design and
genetic structure of a nineteen-parent MAGIC population in grain sorghum. The population
was developed by crossing 19 diverse founders to 10 random sterile plants and selffertilizing to generate 19 F2 populations. Equal amount of seed from each F2 cross were
bulked and random mated for 10 generations using genetic male sterility system followed
by lines derivation, producing 1000 S7 MAGIC inbreds. Genotyping-by-sequencing of a
subset of 200 MAGIC inbreds identified 79,728 SNPs, spanning high gene rich regions.
Proportion of SNPs per chromosome ranged from 6% to 15%. Structure analyses provided
no strong evidence population stratification, portraying the suitability of this population for
genome-wide association studies (GWAS). The 19 founders formed three clusters, with a
considerable genetic diversity within each group. Further analysis showed that 73% of
founder alleles segregated in the MAGIC population. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns

depicted the MAGIC population to be highly recombined, with the LD decaying to r 2 ≤
0.2 at 40kb and down to r2 ≤ 0.1 at 220kb. GWAS detected three known plant height genes:
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DWARF1 (Chr.9), DWARF2 (Chr.6) and DWARF3 (Chr.7), demonstrating the mapping
potential of the panel. The MAGIC population is rich in allelic content, with highly
fragmented genome, making it fit for both gene mapping and conventional breeding.
2.2

Introduction

Quantitative traits form the predominant plant characters of agronomic and economic
importance including crop productivity, environmental adaptation, tolerance to drought, as
well as resistance or immunity to certain pests and diseases. Many of these traits have
complex inheritance patterns, the phenotypic expressions of which are determined by
intricate interactions between multiple genes and environmental factors. Conventionally,
the allelic sources to improve these traits are sought from naturally occurring variation
(Kover et al., 2009), but, the genetic underpinning of natural variation in these traits often
appears ambiguous, partly, due to use of inappropriate genetic resources to properly exploit
such variation.
Sorghum is an excellent diploid (2n=2x=20) crop endowed with rich diversity in
which new resources can be developed to exploit its genetic variation. With its many robust
adaptive traits, sorghum has become an attractive model for genomic studies of C4 grasses.
This attractiveness also stems from its small genome size of 730 Mbp, which is about 25%
the size of maize or sugarcane, and is fully sequenced (Paterson et al., 2009). Sorghum is
also a hardy crop that more exquisitely adopts to harsh environments with resistance to a
variety of climatic conditions, ranging from pests, diseases, parasitic weeds, as well as
drought, flood, heat, or soil salinity. Sorghum is also a relative to many cereals including
maize, suggesting that new innovations in the crop including new genetic resources as well
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as dissection of causal variants in sorghum may enhance use of syntenic knowledge with
relative ease in homologous gene discoveries among related species (Mullet et al., 2002;
Hamblin et al., 2004; Paterson, 2008; Song et al., 2010). It can be an asset for ensuring
wider applications of genetic tools for crop quality and productivity improvement as well
as in enhancing biotic and abiotic stress tolerance.
The more common and traditional way to dissect quantitative trait loci (QTLs) have
been through usage of populations derived from bi-parental crosses. Such populations and
resultant progenies included, F2, backcross (BC), recombinant inbred lines (RIL),
backcross inbred lines (BIL), double haploids (DH) and near isogenic lines (NIL) (Rakshit
and Zaidi, 2002; Collard et al., 2005; Rakshit et al., 2012). In sorghum, genetic studies and
mapping of multiple QTLs linked to key traits have been dissected using populations
derived from a two parent cross for such traits as drought resistance (Tuinstra et al., 1997;
Ejeta and Tuinstra, 2000; Reddy et al., 2014); cold tolerance (Knoll and Ejeta, 2008; Knoll
et al., 2008); Striga resistance (Vogler et al., 1996; Haussmann et al., 2004); disease and
insect resistances (Rooney and Klein, 2000; Apotikar et al., 2011; Burrell et al., 2015). Biparental mapping populations have two key advantages: the power to detect a QTL
segregating in a bi-allele system is high, and they usually have no population substructure
(Kover et al., 2009). The power to detect a bi-allelic QTL is high when minor allele
frequency is close to 0.5, and this is true for the majority of populations descended from
two parental lines (Kover et al., 2009). The lack of substructure means there are few distant
correlations between genotypes, hence, the QTL can be mapped independently, with little
risk of false positive QTL. The main disadvantage, however, is poor mapping resolution,
since QTL identified using bi-parental populations rely on the recombination events taking
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place in the F1 generation and not enough time is available to shuffle the genome in small
fragments (Rakshit et al., 2012). Consequently, the QTL have large confidence intervals of
5 to 20 cM (~ 1.2 to 4.8 Mb), covering hundreds of candidate genes (Kover et al., 2009).
Another limitation of bi-parental mapping populations is that, only the allelic pairs present
in the two parents can be mapped.
Alternative QTL mapping resources have recently emerged, following the rapid
advances in genomic technologies that allow high throughput genotyping capabilities in
crops at a continuously reduced cost. These new advents have immensely increased the
marker density required for QTL studies in plants, thrusting plant scientists into the
genomic era, embracing GWAS which initially have been used only in human populations
to dissect QTL underlying complex traits. The potential utility of GWAS for precise QTL
mapping of novel genes in crop plants has been demonstrated by a number of authors
(Gupta et al., 2005; Nordborg and Weigel, 2008; Rafalski, 2010). The mapping resources
that have commonly been used for GWAS are the accessions of genetic resources or
breeding lines that have been extensively phenotyped over years in most breeding
programs. These collections have provided more cost-effective mapping panels that are
diverse, have high historical recombination suitable for GWAS. Furthermore, linkage
disequilibrium decays faster in natural accessions, making it possible to map QTL with
high resolution (Nordborg and Weigel, 2008; Kover et al., 2009). However, natural
accessions tend to be highly stratified, requiring complex statistical models to account for
the false association signals that result in GWAS.
More recently, novel multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross (MAGIC)
populations have been advanced as the next generation mapping resource to address major
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limitations of existing mapping populations (Bandillo et al., 2013; Mackay et al., 2014;
Verbyla et al., 2014; Holland, 2015; Huang et al., 2015). The approach was first proposed
for QTL mapping of complex traits in crop plant by Cavanagh et al. (2008). The MAGIC
design concept is similar to that of advanced intercross lines (AIL) proposed by Darvasi
and Soller (1995), except that AIL are still derived from a two parent cross, however, each
generation is sequentially and randomly intercrossed until advanced intercross generations
are attained. Generally, MAGIC populations are created by several generations of
intercrossing among multiple founder lines. Multiple founders contribute more allelic
diversity than that captured in typical bi-parental mapping populations, whereas the
multiple cycles of intercrossing give greater opportunities for recombination and hence,
greater precision in QTL location. MAGIC and MAGIC-like populations are now available
in a range of plant and crop species, including Arabidopsis (Kover et al., 2009), wheat
(Huang et al., 2012; Mackay et al., 2014), rice (Bandillo et al., 2013) and maize
(Dell’Acqua et al., 2015).
Multi-parent crosses have a long history in conventional plant breeding, especially
in outcrossing crops where crosses are easy to make (Harlan and Martini, 1929; Suneson,
1956). In self-pollinated species like sorghum, multi-parent crosses gained usage in 1960’s
after the discovery of genetic male sterility (GMS) systems which facilitated adoption of
recurrent selection (Eberhart, 1972; Maunder, 1972; Reddy and Stenhouse, 1994). It is
with the capacity to generate large populations more efficiently and the recent advent of
high throughput genomic technologies and advanced statistical capabilities that multiparent populations have been employed in genetic mapping.
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Although MAGIC populations are useful in genetic studies, they present some
unique challenges. For instance, the crossing schemes of the currently available MAGIC
populations poses a potential inter-mating bias which can result in assortative mating other
than the assumed random mating. That is, depending on the number of founders, intermating becomes complicated as family size of the parent crosses increases along the
pedigree. This complexity increases the chances of mating between individuals with
similar genotypes, causing deviation from random mating expectation, a phenomenon
termed assortative mating (Templeton, 2006). In fact, Kole (2013) perceived this problem
and cautioned that staggered planting and/or planting the same families multiple times
should be avoided during MAGIC development because these practices would promote
assortative mating. The assortative mating would introduce sub-groupings within the
MAGIC population, causing spurious LD (Fisher, 1919; Moran and Smith, 1966; Vetta,
1975; Wilson, 1978; Garnier‐Géré and Chikhi, 2013), exposing it to problems like false
associations often encountered in natural populations. In addition, the time required to
establish MAGIC populations is often long, and given the number of founders involved,
the process can be challenging technically and also labor intensive.
In sorghum, the use of genetic male sterility in the construction of MAGIC
population significantly reduces the challenges described above. Genetic male sterility in
sorghum is conditioned by a single nuclear recessive allele in homozygous condition,
designated with a series of alleles ms1 to ms7 (Rooney and Klein, 2000; Reddy et al., 2005).
Male sterility induced by the ms3 and ms7 alleles are very stable and have been widely used
in population improvement (Reddy and Stenhouse, 1994; Reddy et al., 2005). The first
advantage of this system is that once introduced in the population, the ms gene facilitates
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intercrossing among founding parents of a population without the need for maintenance of
complex pedigree, often practiced in creating other MAGIC populations. Multiple cycles
of random mating can be achieved quickly, thereby speeding up the creation process and
eliminating the technicalities. Secondly, inter-mating becomes natural and fully random as
facilitated through tiller plants that allow mating among different maturity groups, thus
eliminating the potential problem of assortative mating. Additionally, random mating
increases recombination frequency, and hence a faster LD decay rate, creating an ideal
GWAS mapping resource.
The objectives of this study were as follows:
1. To illustrate the construction and mating design, the genome-wide SNP map and
the genetic structure of a novel sorghum MAGIC population created with the aid
of a genetic male sterility system.
2. To evaluate the efficiency of the SNP panel and potential of the MAGIC population
in implementing a genome-wide association study (GWAS).
2.3

Material and Methods

2.3.1

Plant Materials

The MAGIC population was constructed from nineteen founder sorghum lines with
a range of adaptation and a variety of novel traits including yield stability, drought
tolerance, pest and disease resistance, and grain quality characteristics. The founder lines
represent genotypes derived from sorghum genetic resources as well as breeding programs
from different geographical regions (Table 2-1). Seeds of founder lines are maintained by
Purdue university sorghum research program. The nineteen founders were initially
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recombined with the aid of a genetic male sterility system that facilitated random mating
for several cycles before deriving resultant one thousand random inbreds through single
seed descent (SSD) method. A subset of two hundred S7 inbreds were pooled from the
MAGIC population and used in this study.
2.3.2

Genotyping and data processing

Seeds from the 200 subset of MAGIC population and founder lines were grown in
plastic trays (40cm x 20cm) filled with vermiculate soil (Therm-O-Rock) in a greenhouse.
Two hundred grams of fresh plant tissue per genotype were sampled from two-week-old
seedlings. The tissues were lyophilized and pulverized with the aid of metal balls using a
MM 301 TissueLyser (Retsch®). DNA was then extracted using DNeasy mini prep kits
(QIAGEN) using the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA quality of each sample was checked
using both NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo scientific) and gel electrophoresis. Thirty µl aliquots
of DNA at concentration of 50-100 ng/µl in a 96-well plate were sent to the genomic
facility at Cornell University for genotyping using a high throughput genotyping-bysequencing (GBS) platform (Elshire et al., 2011).
Sequencing was performed on a HiSeq 2000 (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). This
generated 720,142,633 good barcoded sequence reads, resulting in 4,122,598 tags after
merging multiple reads and allowing only tags with a total count greater than or equal to
Three (the minimum number of times a tag must be present to be considered as output).
Individual genotypes with less than 10% of the mean reads coming from the lane on which
they were sequenced were regarded as failed samples and thus excluded. Out of the 219
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samples (200 MAGIC subset + 19 founders), six samples (3%) failed, leaving 213 (194
MAGIC subset + 19 founders).
Founders

Table 2-1 Founder lines of the 19-parent sorghum MAGIC population
Agronomic significance

K443

Drought tolerant, ~67 days to 50% flowering

GSA1346

Drought tolerant, ~85 days to 50% flowering

TX430

K22/22

Drought tolerant

Yield potential, Disease and insect resistance (ergot, midge, Sugarcane aphid), good general

MR750

combining ability

K22/35

SUCR3680/70
K1/4

Drought tolerant

Yield potential, good general combining ability
Drought tolerant

Yield potential, ~76 days to 50% flowering, good grain quality, good general combining ability,

MR732

Yield potential (up to 3030kg/ha), good grain quality, good general combining ability,

M36200

Yield potential, good grain quality, good general combining ability,

MR747

P954063
M91051

Yield potential, ~68 days to 50% flowering, Wide adaptation, good grain quality, good general
combining ability,

Yield potential, good grain quality, good general combining ability,

Drought tolerant, Early (~52 days to 50% flowering), good general combining ability

K1597

Drought tolerant, yield potential

PP619

Yield potential, good grain quality

M36031
MR727

Yield potential, good grain quality, good general combining ability,

CS3541-22
TX2737

Yield potential, wide adaptation, drought tolerant, ~71days to 50% flowering, bread quality

Yield potential ~75 days to 50% flowering, grain mold resistance, good grain quality, good general
combining ability, wide adaptation

Drought tolerant, ~70 days to 50% flowering, good general combining ability,

Tags from successful samples were aligned to the sorghum reference genome,
‘Sorghum bicolor v2.1’ (Paterson et al., 2009). The reference genome was indexed and
alignment generated with the software package BWA Version: 0.7.8-r455 (Li and Durbin,
2009). Of the 4,122,598 tags used, 2,763,236 (67.0%) were aligned to unique positions,
while 457,904 (11.1%) were aligned to multiple positions and 901,458 (21.9%) could not
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be aligned. Using the GBS analysis pipeline (Bates et al., 2015), tags aligned to the same
physical position on the reference genome were compared against each other, and SNPs
from each alignment were called and stored in a HapMap file format. During SNP calling,
the following criteria were used: the average sequencing error rate was set at 0.01 (used to
decide between heterozygous and homozygous calls); minimum locus coverage was set at
0.1 (the proportion of genotypes with at least one tag at the locus); maximum number of
SNPs per chromosome was set at 2,000,000; minimum minor allele frequency was set at

≥ 0.01; threshold mismatch rate above which the duplicate SNPs won't be merged was set
to default, 0.05.
2.3.3

SNP distribution and diversity analysis

To gauge genomic coverage of the discovered SNPs, a chromosome-wise density
plots of SNPs and the reference sequence genes were generated using ggplot2 (Wickham,
2009) and synbreed (Wimmer et al., 2012) R-packages. Gene positions used in density
plots were extracted from the reference sequence (Sbicolor v2.1), by utilizing the
“Download Truck Data” option of the sorghum genome browser found at
http://plant.psc.riken.jp/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/Sbicolor/?name=Chr01. Further assessment
of SNP polymorphism, proportion of heterozygotes, minor allele frequency (MAF) and
missing data was conducted in TASSEL: version 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007), and line
graphs summarizing genome-wide distribution of these parameters were generated.
Average polymorphism information content (PIC) for markers on each chromosome was
estimated from the mean major and minor allele frequencies according to Anderson et al.
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(1993) as:

= 1−∑

, where; i = the ith allele of the jth marker, n = the number

of alleles at the jth marker, and p = allele frequency.
To determine the proportion of founder alleles that were captured in the MAGIC
subset, the MAGIC and founder SNPs were filtered separately, allowing minor allele
frequency (MAF) > 0.01 and 10% missing data and the number of polymorphic SNPs in
both panels for each chromosome were counted. Using conditional formatting tools and
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in Excel Macros, polymorphic SNPs that were shared
between the MAGIC subset and parents were counted. A Venn diagram was then used to
summarize the relationships. The number of shared SNPs was expressed relative to the
number of SNPS in the MAGIC subset, to obtain the proportion of founder alleles that are
captured in the MAGIC population.
2.3.4

MAGIC population structure analysis

To assess the pattern of genetic structure of the MAGIC population, principal
component analysis (PCA), neighbor joining tree and structure analyses were conducted.
PCA scores were generated in TASSEL and exported to Microsoft Excel where
visualization graphics were produced. The number of principal components (PCs)
capturing the most variation in the population was determined using a scree plot, utilizing
PCs and Eigen values generated from TASSEL.
To further examine the structure of the population and generate supportive
evidences, a cladogram (a phylogenetic analysis tool in TASSEL) was used to cluster the
MAGIC subset and that of the founders. The cladogram was generated based on a
neighbor-joining algorithm. To support the hypothesis that the random mating cycles
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incorporated in the development process of the MAGIC population would reduce
population stratification, the MAGIC population structure was compared to that of the
sorghum association panel (SAP), as an example of a structured population. The SAP SNPs
data provided in Morris et al. (2013), was used to generate the population cluster in
TASSEL for this comparison. Finally, the consistency of results from PCA and Tree
analyses were verified by conducting structure analysis using STRUCTURE software
(Pritchard et al., 2000). STRUCTURE was run with the admixture model with a burn-in
period of 5000 and 5000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) repetitions. A search for a
probable number of groupings (K) in the population was determined by first running 16
independent inferred K values (K=1 to 16), with five replications per K value, and plotting
the mean posterior probability distribution (lnP(D)) for each run against the number of
inferred clusters. STRUCTURE bar charts for different assumed K values were generated
to visualize any possibility of population structure in the MAGIC population.
2.3.5

Linkage disequilibrium analysis

SNPS were first filtered in Tassel, allowing 10% missing data and minimum minor
allele frequency of 0.05. A Linkage disequilibrium (LD) heat map was generated for the
entire genome, with heterozygous calls ignored and a default sliding window of 50 used.
LD decay rate was then evaluated on a chromosome-by-chromosome basis. A measure of
LD (r2) and pairwise distance between SNPs were generated in TASSEL and exported to
“R version 3.0.3” (R Core Team, 2014), where scripts were written to generate LD decay
plots for each chromosome. Mean LD per chromosome was calculated after every 20kb
interval, and the average genome-wide decay rate estimated by averaging LD in each
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interval across all chromosomes. A line graph was used to clearly display an overlay of
chromosome-specific and the mean genome-wide LD decay rates.
2.3.6

GWAS for plant height

To evaluate the effectiveness of the sorghum MAGIC population in gene mapping,
a two years plant height data from the MAGIC subset was used for GWAS. Three different
models were performed in TASSEL v.5.2.23 to find the one that best fit trait based on the
general formula:
phenotypic values,

=

+

+

+

+

, where y is a response vector for

is the is the total mean, β is a vector of fixed effects regarding

population structure estimated using principal components (PCs),
effect for markers,

is the vector of fixed

is the vector of random effects for kinship and

is the vector of

residuals, while X , M and Z are the incidence matrices relating individuals to β,

and ,

respectively. Terms in the formula above were excluded accordingly when fitting the three
models: (i) Naive model: General linear model (GLM) without accounting for structure
and kinship; (ii) P-model: GLM with PCs as correction for population structure; (iii) PKmodel: Mix linear model (MLM) with PCs and kinship (K)-matrix as correction for
population structure. R package, ‘qqman’ (Turner, 2014) was used to generate Manhattan
and quantile-quantile (QQ) plots. A genome-wide significant threshold was established
according to Matthies et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2015), by utilizing on the average LD
decay extent in the MAGIC population as follows: Number of independent tests =
Reference genome size (730 Mb)/MAGIC LD extent (220kb). Using 0.05 as the desired
probability of type I error, the threshold was then obtained as [0.05 / ((730 Mb / 0.22Mb))]
= 1.50685 x 10-5, equivalent to –log10(P) of 4.8.
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2.4
2.4.1

Results

Creation of the MAGIC population

This study reports the construction of a sorghum MAGIC population, using 19
founder lines intercrossed randomly through a genetic male sterility (GMS) system. The
GMS in sorghum is conditioned by a nuclear recessive gene that segregates in the
population, allowing the creation of random mating populations. Each of the 19 founder
lines were crossed to ten random genetic male-sterile plants with the ms3 source allele. The
resultant F1 hybrids were allowed to self-pollinate to generate F2 seeds. Equal amount of
F2 seeds were pooled from each cross pair and bulked to create the first random mating
base population (RM0). The RM0 population, segregating for the ms3 gene, was planted on
an approximately ¼ acre field annually for the next 10 years to allow it to intermate
randomly. Each year, sterile plants were identified at bloom stage where they are easily
discovered and tagged. Tagged male sterile plants were harvested and bulked to form
subsequent generations (RMn). The sterile plants are easy to identify because they do not
shade pollen and they do have a characteristic scaly, and whitish or yellowish, and nonplumpy anthers (Reddy et al., 2005). On the tenth season, the random mating was stopped,
and the resulting RM9 MAGIC population was planted so as to randomly sample 1000
fertile S0 plants to start inbreeding. For the next six seasons, each of the 1000 S 0 plants
were self-pollinated and advanced using SSD, resulting in one thousand random S 7 inbreds
to generate permanent MAGIC lines. Two hundred random MAGIC lines were then pooled
from this population to create a subset used in this study to dissect the structure and utility
of the MAGIC population for GWAS. The crossing scheme, for the sorghum MAGIC
population, detailed above, is presented in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2- 1 Mating design of the first sorghum MAGIC population, developed with the aid of genetic male sterility

In this figure, ms3 refers to the male sterile sorghum lines used to introduce sterility in the MAGIC population; RM0 to RM9 refers to cycles of random mating; S0 to S7 refers to
generations of selfing; SSD refers to single seed descent; Initial pairwise hybridization made between 19 founding parents and 10 random sterile plants, progenies were bulked and
random ma ted for 9 cycles, 1000 random lines generated, a sub set of 200 has been genotyped.
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2.4.2

Genomic features of the MAGIC population

Analysis of the GBS data resulted in a total of 79,728 SNPs (excluding SNPs that
mapped to super contigs), distributed across the entire sorghum genome and at an average
spacing of 9kb. The distribution of SNPs varied within and among chromosomes.
Chromosome one shared the highest density of SNPs (11,966 SNPs), with chromosome 7
having the lowest (5,178 SNPS) number (Figure 2-2, Appendix A-1). Chromosome-wise
SNPs and gene density revealed that the MAGIC SNPs were higher in regions with high
gene density and vice versa, indicating the richness of SNPs in the MAGIC population and
their potential in tagging genes of interest (Figure 2).
The distribution of heterozygotes, minor allele frequency (MAF), polymorphism
information content (PIC), and missing data are presented in Figure 2-3 and Appendix A2. The average proportion of heterozygotes were 0.039 and 0.044 in the MAGIC subset
and founders, respectively (Figure 3a-b). Minor allele frequency was 0.15 in the MAGIC
subset and 0.16 among the founders, while the proportion of missing data was 0.076 and
0.064 in the MAGIC and the founders respectively (Figure 2-3a-b). MAF and PIC are
useful in assessing the efficiency of the markers in a mapping panel as shown in Pasam et
al., 2012. The results showed the mean MAF in the MAGIC panel to vary from 0.12 on
chromosome 4 to 0.18 on chromosome 6. About 36% of the MAGIC SNP markers had
MAF less than 0.05 (Figure 2-3a). Average chromosome-wise PIC for SNP markers varied
among chromosomes ranging from 0.19 to 0.3, with an average of 0.26 (Figure 2-3a). After
excluding SNPs with MAF < 0.05, about 72% of the remaining SNPs (51,025 SNPs) had
PIC exceeding 0.25. This revealed that a greater portion of markers in our mapping panel
were informative and are therefore suitable for gene mapping. The MAGIC and its founder
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SNP panels were richer in G and C allelic states with an average frequency of 0.27 than
the A and T alleles (0.21). The average frequencies of heterozygous allelic states were less
than 0.01 in both MAGIC and founder SNP panels (Figure 2-3c).

Figure 2- 2 Chromosome-wise distribution of SNPs and reference sequence genes

Each of the 10 sorghum chromosomes is presented with SNP density (in gray) and a corresponding gene density (in
blue) plotted below it. A summary plot of the number of SNPs per chromosome is presented at the bottom right hand
corner of this figure.
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Figure 2- 3 Pattern of genetic features in a subset of sorghum MAGIC population and
founders
(a) Distribution of minor allele frequency (MAF), proportion of heterozygotes and missing data in MAGIC subset. The
embedded bar chart in (a) depicts the percentage proportion of MAGIC SNPs corresponding to bins or categories of MAF
and polymorphism information content (PIC). (b) Distribution of MAF, proportion of heterozygotes and missing data
among the 19 founder lines. In (a) and (b), summary statistics are presented in the embedded text boxes. (c) Distribution
of the MAGIC and founder allelic states. The G and C variants are more abundant than the A and T variants. Heterozygous
states in (c) are defined by standard letters (insert in text box) according to International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC).
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Further analysis estimated the proportion of polymorphic alleles that were shared
between the 200 subset of the MAGIC population and the founders, by first filtering the
data to allow > 0.01 MAF and with <10% missing data. A total of 48,327 and 48,545 SNPs
were polymorphic among the MAGIC subset and founders, respectively, while 35,507
SNPs segregated in both (Table 2-2, Appendix A-3). To determine the proportion of
founder SNPs that was captured in the MAGIC subset, the number of shared SNPs were
expressed relative to the total number of SNPs in the MAGIC subset. The proportion of
founder alleles that segregated within the MAGIC subset varied among chromosomes from
a minimum ration of 0.69 on chromosome 10 to a maximum of 0.79 on chromosome 5,
with an average of 0.73 (Table 2-2, Appendix A-3).

Table 2-2 Chromosome-wide distribution of polymorphic founder alleles that segregated in the
MAGIC population

MT and FT refers to the respective total number of MAGIC and founder alleles that were polymorphic at MAF > 0.01;
MOnly and FOnly are polymorphic alleles that were unique to the MAGIC and founders respectively; M ∩ F are the
alleles that are shared between the MAGIC and the founders; * ratio of shared alleles to total MAGIC alleles, depicting
the proportion of founder alleles that segregated in the MAGIC population.
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2.4.3

The MAGIC population structure

Population stratification was assessed using multiple statistical approaches
including PCA, Neighbor Joining Tree, and Structure analyses. The PCA analysis results
are presented Figure 2-4. The Scree plot showed a characteristic “elbow” point at 14
(Figure 2-4a), and these first 14 PCs together explained about 21% of total variation in the
population. The observed high number of PCs required to capture the most variation in the
population indicated that each of the individual PCs explained small and about the same
amount of variation, suggesting absence of unique groupings within the population.
Because the PC values were about the same, the population was clustered using the first
two PCs, which together explained 5% of the total variation. PCA analysis did not show
any grouping pattern among the 200 individuals in the MAGIC subset yet the founders
were clustered into three major groups (Figure 2-4b).
Neighbor-Joining tree analysis revealed similar pattern to that observed from PCA
(Figure 2-5a, b). Upon comparing the MAGIC structure to that of sorghum association
panel (SAP), as an example of a structured population (Figure 5c-d), the difference was
remarkably high, with the SAP displaying five distinctive clusters (Figure 2-5d), in clear
contrast to the MAGIC showing a more uniform distribution of individuals in the
population.
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Figure 2- 4 Principal component analysis of the sorghum MAGIC population
(a) Scree plot of the PCs (X-axis) and their contribution to variance (Y-axis). Arrow indicates the “elbow” point,
corresponding to the number of PCs that capture most of the variation in the data. (b) Axes plot of the first 2 PCs for the
MAGIC subset (black dots) including the founders (red dots labeled with founder names). The MAGIC subset appears
to form a single group surrounded by three major clusters of founders.
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Figure 2- 5 Population clustering by Neighbor-Joining tree
(a) MAGIC population representatives (dark dots) including founders (red dots). (b) The 19 founding
parents clustered separately, depicting the inherent diversity; (c) MAGIC population excluding founders,
the structure is here compared with the sorghum association panel (SAP, d) as an example of a structured
population. The SAP cluster was drawn using SNPs data provided by Morris et al. (2013).

Further attempt to infer clusters in the MAGIC subset using STUCTURE software
(Pritchard et al., 2000) yielded no evidence of population structure. A plot of mean
posterior probability distribution (lnP(D)) for each run against the number of inferred
clusters showed lnP(D) to decrease with increase in K (Figure 2-6a, Appendix A-4), an
outcome exactly opposite to that often seen in structured populations. The highest values
of lnP(D) were between K=1 and K=4, and fluctuated thereafter while descending (Figure
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2-6a, Appendix A-4). If there was true population stratification, one would expect small
lnP(D) for lower values of K, and this would increase steadily and plateau for larger K’s
(Pritchard et al., 2000). The bar plot graphics of STRUCTURE revealed no complete
assignment of any individual in the MAGIC subset to a specific group (Figure 2-6b,
Appendix A-5). Overall, PCA, neighbor-joining tree and STRUCTURE analyses generated
consistent evidences for no sub-grouping in the sorghum MAGIC population.

Figure 2- 6 Genetic structure of the MAGIC population analysis
(a) Posterior probability, lnP(D), as a function of the number of subpopulations (K). (b) Population structure
for K = 3 and K=4. Each vertical line in (b) represents one accession, and the color composition displays the
probability of belonging to each subpopulation defined by STRUCTURE.
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2.4.4

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis

LD analysis was conducted to explore the genome landscape of the MAGIC
population for association studies. Pattern of LD across the entire genome revealed several
haplotype blocks harboring SNPs that are in strong LD (Figure 2-7 a, b). These blocks are
surrounded by regions that have undergone recombination and are therefore not in LD. The
P-values associated with the r 2 or D´ (measures of LD), clearly showed the pattern of block
fragmentation that are spread across the genome (Figure 2-7a, b). Such patterns offer great
opportunity for fine mapping since the SNPs that persistently remain in strong LD despite
the opportunity for recombination tend to be tightly associated with the genes of interest.
To estimate the size of the LD blocks or the LD decay rate in the MAGIC
population, the r2 values was plotted against physical distance (kb) for each chromosome
(Figure 2-7c, Appendix A-6 and A-7). The LD decay rate was set at r 2 threshold values of
0.2 and 0.1. These plots provided estimates of LD decay to be at 40kb when r 2 ≤0.2 and
220kb when r2 ≤ 0.1, close to the values reported for outcrossing species or highly diverse
populations (Morris et al., 2013). This implied that that the genomes of MAGIC derived
lines are highly recombined, and therefore well suited for genome-wide gene mapping.
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Figure 2- 7 Linkage disequilibrium patterns
Panels (a) and (b) show genome-wide LD heatmaps based on: (a) r2 and on (b) D’, with r2 and D’ shown above
diagonals while p-values are below diagonals. Each cell represents the comparison of two pairs of marker sites with
the color codes shown for the presence of significant LD. (c) LD decay rate for each chromosome. The top right insert
depicts the mean genome-wide decay rate. The vertical dash lines intersect the decay curve at r 2 = 0.2 and r2 = 0.1,
corresponding to the distances of 40kb and 220kb respectively, the LD values below which the pairwise linkage
between loci dissipates.
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2.4.5

MAGIC population validation using GWAS for plant height

To demonstrate the suitability of the new sorghum MAGIC population for gene
mapping, a genome-wide association analysis was conducted for plant height. The plant
height phenotype is a well-studied trait in sorghum and four major dwarfing genes for this
trait have been previously described (Brown et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2013; Thurber et al.,
2013; Higgins et al., 2014). Phenotypic dissection and depiction of genetic variability from
a two-year plant height data set is summarized in Table 2-3, and Appendix A-8. Genotypic
differences, year to year variation and the interaction between genotype and year were
highly significant (P ≤ 0.001). The genotypic variance component accounted for most of
the phenotypic variation, that is, 75% (2013), 75% (2014) and 65% (2013 and 2014
combined). Repeatability for plant height was about 85%, which reflected that the trait
measurements were fairly consistent between replications and between years, an indication
of high predictability, hence, high heritability.
Genome-wide association analysis based on the GLM (P model) revealed three

significant (-log 10(P) ≥ 4.8) association signals for plant height on chromosomes 6, 7
and 9 (Figure 2-8a). These signals spanned genomic regions harboring three known plant

height genes designated as DWARF1 (Chr.9), DWARF2 (Chr.6) and DWARF3 (Chr.7)
(Figure 2-8b,c,d) (Brown et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2013; Thurber et al., 2013; Higgins et
al., 2014). Remapping of these plant height genes signified the potential of the sorghum
MAGIC panel in gene discovery. Examination of the Q-Q plots from the three GWAS
models (GLM-Naïve, GLM-P and MLM-PK) used in this study allowed us to evaluate the
effect of these models on gene mapping in the MAGIC population. The Q-Q plot for the
Naïve and P models were very similar, with no serious departure from expectation (Figure
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8e-f), and they detected all the three plant height genes (Appendix A-9). On the other hand,
the PK model (MLM) showed a better fit than the other two models (Figure 8g), although,
the signal for the DWARF2 locus on chromosome 6 could not reach the genome-wide
significance threshold (Appendix A-9).
Table 2-3 ANOVA depicting magnitude of genetic variation for plant height among the
200 subset of sorghum MAGIC population
Mean squares

2013

Variance components and Repeatability

2014

Combined

source

2013

2014

Combined

Source of var.

D.F

MS

D.F

MS

D.F

MS

Genotype (G)

199

760***

199

1358***

199

1849***

σ 2G

325

582

395

Replication

1

75

1

812*

1

690*

σ 2Y

--

--

12

Year (Y)

--

--

--

--

1

5187***

σ2G

--

--

58

GxY

--

--

--

--

199

269***

σ2e

110

193

152

Residuals

199

110

199

194

399

152

σ 2T

435

776

618

Total

399

R

0.86

0.86

0.85

399

799

xY

Mean

113

110

183

Min

113

110

111

Max

230

250

235

Source

Proportion of components (%)
2013

2014

Combined

1

SEMg

7.4

9.8

6.2

σ2G

75

75

64

2

SEMy

--

--

0.6

σ2Y

--

--

2

3

SEMg x y

--

--

8.7

σ2 G

--

--

9

4

LSDg

20.7

27.5

17.1

σ2e

25

25

25

5

LSDy

--

--

1.7

σ2T

100

100

100

6

LSDg x y

--

--

24.2

9.3

12.7

6.7

CV(%)

xY

*, **, ***significance at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 probability levels respectively. σ2G, σ2Y, σ2G x Y, σ2e and σ2T are the respective
variance components for genotype, year, and genotype by year interaction, error and total. ‘R’ is repeatability (analogous
to broad sense heritability for estimates in single or few environments) and is a measure of predictability of trait
measurements over time; 1, 2, 3 are the respective standard error of the mean for genotypes, year and the interaction
between genotype and year; 4, 5, 6 the least significant difference for genotypes, year and the interaction between genotype
and year respectively; CV is the coefficient of variation.
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Figure 2- 8 Genome-wide scan for plant height loci
(a) Manhattan plot based on P-model shows a strong association signal in the plant height gene regions. (bd) Highlight of peaks for the three dwarfing genes: (b) DWARF2; (c) DWARF3; (d) DWARF1. (e-g) Q-Q
plots for the three models: (e) Naïve model; (f) P-model; (g) PK-model. Significant threshold (horizontal line)
in (a) was determined based on the average LD decay extent in the MAGIC population as: Number of
independent tests = Reference genome size (730Mb)/MAGIC LD extent (220kb); the threshold is then
obtained as [0.05/((730Mb/0.22Mb))] = 1.50685 x 10-5, equivalent to –log10(P) of 4.8.
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2.5

Discussion

In crops, the potential for high resolution mapping has not yet been fully exploited,
partly because little progress has been made in designing mapping resources to match the
rapid advances in genotyping technologies. Early development of novel genetic resource
panels in maize (Dell’Acqua et al., 2015; Holland, 2015) and rice (Bandillo et al., 2013)
helped initiate many genomic studies that led to discovery of genes and gene functions in
these crops. In sorghum, QTLs are still being mapped based on traditional bi-parental
mapping populations with limited allelic combinations and recombination, although
sorghum random mating populations have been used in recurrent selection programs
(Eberhart, 1972; Maunder, 1972; Reddy and Stenhouse, 1994). However, the complexity
of the genetics in such broad-base populations limited their usage as a gene mapping
resource. More recently, advances in population genetics, development of high throughput
sequencing technologies, and greater statistical power, have generated new interest and
attention in creating unique and useful mapping populations to take advantage of the new
genomic tools. MAGIC populations are one of the most recent generations of mapping
resources with great potential to overcome some of the limitations of bi-parental
populations.
The MAGIC population, developed from 19 diverse founders (Table 1) is the first
thus far described in sorghum. This population is rich in multiple allelic combinations from
the diverse founders making it not just a mapping resource, but also a ready-made breeding
pool for cultivar development. The sorghum MAGIC population derives its uniqueness in
the fine structure brought about by ability to incorporate multiple cycles of RM with the
aid of GMS in its crossing scheme. The GMS system makes random inter-mating easier
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and faster than in previously developed MAGIC populations. More importantly, the risk of
assortative mating (Templeton, 2006; Kole, 2013) is significantly reduced compared to
previous MAGIC populations that relied on mechanical crossing schemes other than GMS.
The sorghum MAGIC SNP panel consists of 79K SNPs spanning the entire genome, most
of it being densely populated gene rich regions, and low around pericentromeric regions
(Figure 2). This is not surprising since sorghum chromosomes are known to contain large
pericentromeric regions spanning

∼50% of the genome

and these regions are

characterized by low gene density and very low rates of recombination (Evans et al., 2013).
In terms of efficiency, the sorghum MAGIC SNP panel showed variable distribution of
minor allele frequencies per chromosome, the average MAF being 0.15. In most cases,
MAF of 0.05 or greater is considered appropriate for any SNP mapping panel (The
International HapMap Consortium, 2005). Minor allele frequency estimation is important
in GWAS because the least common alleles in the population are very difficult to detect
with low statistical power, and if detected, are very prone to false positive associations
(Tabangin et al., 2009). It would require large population size beyond practical
convenience to be able to precisely detect associations of minor alleles with traits, and for
this reason SNPs with MAF ≤ 0.05 are often excluded from GWAS analysis. For the
sorghum MAGIC SNP panel, excluding 36% of SNPs that had MAF below 0.05, leaves
about 51K SNPs spanning the genome at an average spacing of 14kb. Most of these SNPs
(72%) had polymorphism information content exceeding (PIC) 0.2, showing that of these
markers were informative. The PIC results in the mapping panel are comparable with
results from previous studies that used bi-allelic marker systems (Pasam et al., 2012). PIC
values varied among chromosomes, the highest PIC value (0.30) being detected on
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chromosome 6, comparable to values observed in barley, but slightly lower than the values
reported in sorghum based on DArT markers (Mace et al., 2008). Mean residual
heterozygosity (0.039) in the sorghum MAGIC population was higher than expected for S 7
inbreds, and also not comparable to the values observed in maize MAGIC population
(Dell’Acqua et al., 2015).
The results of this study did not provide strong evidence for presence of population
structure. This outcome is consistent with previously described MAGIC populations in
other crop species (Cavanagh et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2012; Bandillo et al., 2013; Mackay
et al., 2014; Dell’Acqua et al., 2015). Population structure is a menace to GWAS as it is
the major source of false associations, and it is the reason for development of complex
statistical models like the mixed linear model (MLM) and efficient mixed-model
association (EMMA) algorithms to try to account for the problem (Kang et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2010). These models reduce but do not completely resolve the issue. With nonstructured populations like MAGIC, the burden of complex modelling is eliminated and
association signals are usually real. Random mating is known to increases the frequency of
detectable recombinants in the population (Beavis et al., 1992), and enhances linkage
disequilibrium decay. The results showed a generally low LD, the maximum genome-wide
average having r2 value of 0.4. This LD diminished quickly in the MAGIC population to
0.2 when two loci are 40kb apart and down to 0.1 when the loci are 220kb, a decay rate
that is comparable to those observed in natural populations (Morris et al., 2013). This faster
LD decay was achieved in MAGIC population through the multiple RM cycles, made
possible by the GMS system. Faster LD decay rate means the haplotype blocks are smaller
due to enhanced recombination, and the loci that remains in LD at this point, are truly
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linked. This is the origin of the high resolution mapping commonly implied in association
studies.
By remapping three previously identified plant height genes; DWARF1 (Chr.9),
DWARF2 (Chr.6) and DWARF3 (Chr.7) (Figure 8b-d), the study shows the potential of the
sorghum MAGIC population as a mapping resource. The DWARF3 gene on Chromosome
7 has been cloned and it encodes an auxin efﬂux carrier, PGP19 (Multani et al., 2003;
Higgins et al., 2014). the Q-Q plots of three commonly used GWAS models that are based
on GLM and MLM algorithms were further examined to evaluate spurious associations
that could emanate from residual undetected structure in the MAGIC panel. All three
models (Naïve, P-model and PK-model) did not show any extreme deviation from
expectations. In GWAS, early departure from the diagonal identity line of a Q-Q plot
usually suggests that the assumed distribution is not correct and is a signal for presence of
false associations (Pearson and Manolio, 2008; Voorman et al., 2011). The PK-model
showed a generally more reduced statistical significance than the other two models, with
association peak for the DWARF2 gene on chromosome 6 not reaching a genome-wide
statistical threshold.
In Summary, this first sorghum MAGIC population is unique because of the highly
dense genome-wide polymorphic alleles. Second, the enhanced recombination through
random mating improved mapping resolution. Third, the study detected no evidence of
population stratification. Finally, this study validated the gene mapping capability of the
population by remapping three previously identified plant height loci on chromosomes 6,7
and 9. The MAGIC population is therefore a great resource for the study and exploitation
of traits whose allelic frequency and genetic variation are captured in this population. Being
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highly inbred and genetically diverse, these immortal inbreds are also custom-made
potential source of agronomically favorable trait combinations for developing sorghum
lines and hybrids.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONS FOR GENOTYPE AND GENOTYPE ×
ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION FOR DROUGHT AND AGRONOMIC
TRAITS IN A MAGIC POPULATION OF SORGHUM
3.1

Abstract

Expressions of quantitative traits are often masked by environments. To obtain true
genotypic differences, variation must be partitioned into genetic (G), environment (E) and
genetic-by-environment interaction (GEI) components. This study assessed the genetic
potential of a sorghum multi-parent advance generation intercross (MAGIC) population
for drought tolerance and agronomic traits enhancement. Post-anthesis drought-like stress
was imposed on 200 MAGIC genotypes using a foliar spray of sodium chlorate. Stress
tolerance was measured using four indices: grain yield reduction (GYR), stress tolerance
index (STI), stress susceptibility index (SSI) and mean productivity (MP). Genetic
variability for agronomic traits including grain yield (GY), days to half bloom (DHB) and
plant height (PHT) were assessed in multiple environments. Significant G, E, and GEI were
observed among MAGIC genotypes for all drought indices and agronomic traits. The G

component was ≥ GEI variance for all indices except GYR. The E component explained a
greater proportion of total variation followed by G for all agronomic traits. Examination of
GY stability using GGE-biplot showed the first two principal components (PCs) to explain
71.49% of phenotypic variation. PC1 scores > 0 detected adaptable and/or higher-yielding
genotypes. A near-zero PC2 scores identified stable genotypes, whereas absolute larger
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PC2 scores detected the unstable ones. GGE-biplot depicted some high yielding genotypes
as unstable, revealing how GEI complicates selection based on genotypic means. The
MAGIC population has a high genetic variation for drought tolerance and major agronomic
traits. The presence of GEI for these traits suggests the importance of detailed analyses and
interpretations beyond the main effects for the most gain from selection.
3.2

Introduction

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) ranks fifth among important cereal crops
of the world after wheat, rice, maize, and barley in both total areas planted and production.
It is the second most important cereal in Africa, with 20 million tons produced per year. Its
significance as a major staple food in Africa and Asia, and animal feed source in the United
States and other developed countries is widely documented (Doggett, 1988; Dicko and
Gruppen, 2006; Reddy et al., 2009). Compared to other cereals, sorghum has greater
nitrogen and water use efficiency, and is more adapted to stress environments, particularly,
soil moisture stress (Ejeta and Tuinstra, 2000; Reddy et al., 2009). Sorghum is therefore, a
good cereal crop choice for dry and food insecure regions of the world. Sorghum has high
a yield potential that is comparable to those of rice, wheat and maize. Sorghum grain yields
exceeding 20t/ha (320 bushels/acre) under optimal growing conditions have been reported
(Crosson, 2013), and yet the average world productivity is just 1.3 t/ha (Wang et al., 2014).
The low productivity of the crop in certain regions is due to limitation in precipitation
and soil fertility, and presence of several biotic and abiotic constraints. Among the abiotic
constraints, drought stress at different plant growth stages has the most adverse effect on
sorghum yields (Tuinstra et al., 1997; Reddy et al., 2009). More than 50% yield reduction
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can occur due to post-anthesis drought stress (Rosenow and Clark, 1995; Rosenow and
Ejeta, 1996; Kapanigowda et al., 2013; Abraha et al., 2015). Enhancing sorghum yield
performance both under drought stress and optimal conditions would unlock the potential
of this crop to feed the rapidly growing world population. To bridge the gap between the
actual and potential yields of sorghum, breeders need to develop varieties that are tolerant
to major stresses particularly drought. Efforts to achieve this goal have in the past been
hampered by that fact that both high yield and drought tolerance are complex traits under
polygenic control. The two traits are governed by different and poorly understood genetic
and physiological mechanisms operating at different developmental stages. The multiple
genes further interact with varying environmental conditions, making it difficult to obtain
accurate phenotypic information for breeding and/or marker-trait association studies.
Dissection of quantitative traits like yield and drought to simple and heritable
secondary components makes it easier to manipulate in genetic selection. Studies have also
shown that indirect selection through a secondary traits may be more efficient than direct
selection when heritability is high for the secondary trait and if the genetic correlation
between the primary and secondary trait is sufficiently high (Edmeades et al., 1993;
Bänziger, 2000; Ziyomo and Bernardo, 2013). For instance, harvest index, ears per plant,
leaf chlorophyll content, plant height, among others, tend be associated with grain yield
and can be used for indirect selection (Edmeades et al., 1999). For drought, the focus has
been on breeding for tolerance at specific growth stages such as seedling, pre- and postanthesis. Variation in responses to drought at all the growth stages has been observed in
sorghum and found to be heritable (Tuinstra et al., 1997; Reddy et al., 2009; Abraha et al.,
2015). If drought occurs at more than one growth stage, variation among genotypes is
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masked. Screening techniques should therefore be developed to independently identify
drought tolerant genotypes at each of the growth stages. Of the many mechanisms that
govern drought stress in sorghum, drought escape, drought avoidance and drought
tolerance are better characterized (Tuinstra et al., 1997; Xiong et al., 2006; Amelework et
al., 2015). However, traits used to quantify the operation of the different drought tolerance
mechanisms often doesn’t correlate well with grain yield under field conditions to merit
selection based on them. Such traits include leaf water potential, osmotic adjustment, leaf
rolling, stomatal conductance etc. A more effective drought screening approach is to
experimentally impose stress by limiting irrigation in rain-free environments, at a specific
growth stage and measure responses to stress based on plant morphology and yield
(Panguluri and Are, 2013). The use of salt desiccation stress to simulate drought has been
shown to provide effective and rapid screening of a large populations for drought tolerance
(Blum et al. 1983; Nicolas and Turner 1993; Beheshti and Behboodi 2010; Ongom et al
2016). Since leaf desiccation disrupts current photo-assimilates and plants rely on stored
reserves for grain filling drought tolerance can be indirectly quantified using response
indices such as stress tolerance index (STI), stress susceptibility index (SSI), mean
productivity (MP) and grain yield reduction (GYR). The indices are computed based on
relative yield performance of genotypes under stress and stress-free conditions (Ali et al.,
2013; Menezes, 2014; Ongom et al., 2016). Genetic variation for post-anthesis drought
tolerance based on these indices have been reported in different crops (Fischer and Maurer,
1978; Rosielle and Hamblin, 1980; Blum et al., 1983; Maleki et al., 2008; Boussen et al.,
2010; Ali et al., 2013; Menezes, 2014).
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The preponderance of significant interaction of genotype with the environment often
poses great challenge to plant breeders. Genotype-by-environment interaction offsets the
association between phenotype and genotype, rendering selection based on genotypic
means less useful (Kaya et al., 2006). This is because in the presence of a significant GEI,
the use of genotypic means overlooks the fact that genotypes differ in relative performance
over environments. To get the most from multi-environment trials (MET), breeders must
tease apart the trial outcome beyond the main effects and a significant GEI often generated
by ANOVA model. The ANOVA model effectively describes the main effects, and reveals
GEI, but does not identify the genotypes or environments that give rise to the interaction
(Samonte et al., 2005). Statistical tools that allow better dissection of GEI are available.
GGE-biplot was proposed by Yan et al. (2000) as powerful graphical interface that allows
a visual examination of the GEI pattern of MET data. It emphasizes a simultaneous
modeling of G and GEI, utilizing the biplot method developed by (Gabriel, 1971) to display
the genotypic behaviors in a MET, hence the term GGE-biplot (Kaya et al., 2006). The
GGE-biplot effectively identifies the GEI pattern of the data, and clearly sorts out
genotypes with stable performances across multiple environments from those with specific
environmental adaptations (Yan et al., 2000; Yan, 2002; Kaya et al., 2006). Information
generated form the GEI analysis can help breeding programs to: better understand the type
and size of the interactions expected in a given region, and the reasons for their occurrence;
and define, if necessary, a strategy to successfully cope with the effects of the interactions.
The breeding program at Purdue university has developed a MAGIC population for
sorghum (Ongom and Ejeta, 2016). The potential of this population for conventional
breeding of complex traits has not yet been evaluated. Due to the masking effect of GEI on
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phenotypic expression, genetic features of breeding materials need be assessed across
multiple environments. This study aimed at evaluating the breeding potential the sorghum
MAGIC population, for drought tolerance and agronomic traits. The study employed both
analysis of variance and GGE-biplot models to explore the relative importance of G, E and
GEI components of variation for drought tolerance and associated agronomic traits.
Specifically, the objectives of the study were:
1. To determine the relative magnitude of genetic variation and hence, genetic
advance for post-anthesis drought tolerance as measured by different drought
response indices
2. To determine the degree and pattern of GEI for sorghum grain yield, maturity and
plant height to better inform breeding
3. To assess grain yield stability of the sorghum MAGIC genotypes across multiple
environments.
3.3
3.3.1

Materials and method

Testing locations and plant materials

Experiments were conducted at four different locations including Agronomy
Center for Research and Education (ACRE) at Purdue University, Ashland bottoms at
Kansas State University, and two locations in Ethiopia, Kobo research station and Mieso
research station. Evaluations were conducted at ACRE and Kansas in 2013 and 2014 and
at Kobo and Mieso in 2014, creating a total of 6 different environments. A description of
the environments is provided in Table 3-1. The plant genetic materials used in this study
consisted of two hundred multi-parent advance generation intercross (MAGIC) genotypes.
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The MAGIC population was developed over several generations in the sorghum breeding
program at Purdue University from a total of nineteen diverse founding parents from Africa,
Asia and USA, with broad adaptations, including drought tolerance, high yield potential,
general combining ability and good grain quality (Ongom and Ejeta 2016).
Table 3- 1 Characteristic features of study environments
Environments

Av. Temp* (oC)

#

Ann. rf (mm)

Soil type

Elevtn. (masl)

++

Coordinate

ACRE_13 (E1)

19

971

Clay-loam

215

40.4419° N, 86.9125° W

ACRE_14 (E2)

18

1218

Clay-loam

215

40.4419° N, 86.9125° W

KAN_13 (E3)

15

617

Silt

314

39.13333° N 96.62250° W

KAN_14 (E4)

18

483

Silt

314

39.13333° N 96.62250° W

KOBO_14 (E5)

--

--

Clay

1468

12.1500° N, 39.6333° E

MIESO_14 (E6)

--

--

Clay-loam

1394

9.2333° N, 40.7500° E

a
a

b
b
c

d

Agronomy Center for Research and Education 2013/2014 West Lafayette, IN.; bKansas State University farm at Ashland
bottoms 2013/2014; cKobo research station, Ethiopia 2014; cMieso research station, Ethiopia 2014; *Average
temperature during the growing period; #total annual rainfall measured in millimeters, ++Elevation in meters above sea
level (masl). -- implies data was not available.
a

3.3.2

Experimental designs

The trial at ACRE provided an opportunity determine the relative magnitude of
genetic variation for post-anthesis drought tolerance in the sorghum MAGIC population
using desiccants to simulate terminal drought response to desiccation stress (Ongom et al,
2016). This trial was established at ACRE during the summers of 2013 and 2014,
constituting two unique environments (1 location × 2 years). Each environment was planted
with two hundred MAGIC genotypes including four checks. The experimental field was
split into two to create independent stress and stress-free (control) sites. The two sites were
planted with the same genetic materials, each experimental plot had two rows per genotype,
at spacing of 0.75m between rows, with plot length was 6m. The trial was laid out in a
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randomized complete block design (RCBD) with two replications. Sites were properly
managed following optimal agronomic practices for good crop establishment.
A multi-environment trial (MET) was also conducted to evaluate the pattern and
magnitude GEI for grain yield (GY), days to half bloom (DHB) and plant height (PHT) in
the sorghum MAGIC population. GY was evaluated across 6 environments: ACRE (20132014), KANSAS (2013-2014), KOBO (2014) and MIESO (2014), while PHT and DHB
were assessed across four environments: ACRE (2013-2014), KOBO (2014) and MIESO
(2014). Information regarding the characteristics of environment have been presented in
Table 3-1. The experiment in each of these environments were planted with the 200
MAGIC genotypes plus four checks, in a 2 row plot, laid out as a randomized complete
block design, and replicated two times.
3.3.2.1 Imposing post-flowering stress
Drought-like stress was imposed on the 200 MAGIC genotypes 14 days after half
bloom using a foliar application of sodium chlorate at a concentration of 0.4%w/v with a
high clearance boom sprayer (HAGIE UpFront DTS 10) (Figure 3-1). The desiccant was
applied at a rate of 1,016 liters per acre (269gallons/acre). Care was taken to ensure that
the entire plant canopy was fully soaked with the desiccant solution. We had previously
observed the 200 MAGIC genotypes to flower within close range of 10 days between the
earliest and the latest genotype. It was therefore, acceptable to apply the desiccant to the
entire plots 14 days after the mean date, without the need to schedule application following
varying maturity categories.
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Figure 3- 1 Foliar application of salt desiccant to impose drought-like stress.
High clearance boom sprayer, the HAGIE DTS 10 (top right), view of spray boom on sorghum leaves (top
left), MAGIC line under desiccation stress (bottom right) and stress-free (bottom left) conditins.

3.3.2.2 Computation of drought indices
At maturity, grain from three meters of each plot was hand harvested from the stressed and
stress-free sites, dried and threshed. Grain yield and 100 seed weights were recorded. The
following drought indices were established from the yield and seed weight measurements:
i)

Grain yield reduction (GYR) and 100 seed weight reduction (SWR) both computed
by obtaining the difference between stress (YS) and stress-free plots (YC). This
difference is a measure of tolerance to stress (i.e., Tol = YC - YS), the smaller the
difference, the more tolerant the genotype is to stress (Maleki et al., 2008).

ii)

Stress tolerance index for yield (STIyield) and 100 seed weight (STIseed), computed
as; STI = [(Ys / Yc) x 100] (Ongom et al.in press; Blum et al. 1983).
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iii)

Stress susceptibility index (SSI) for yield (SSIyield) and 100 seed weight (SSIseed),
computed as; SSI = [1 - (Yc) / (Ys)] / SI, where; SI (stress intensity) = [1 - (Ӯc) /
(Ӯs)], and Ӯs and Ӯc are the mean grain yield or 100 seed weight in stress and stressfree plots, respectively (Maleki et al., 2008).

iv)

Mean productivity for yield (MPyield) and 100 seed weight (MPseed), computed as;
(YC + YS)/2 (Fischer and Maurer, 1978; Maleki et al., 2008).
3.3.3

Statistical analysis

3.3.3.1 Analysis of variance for drought indices
Drought tolerance indices from the desiccation trials were subjected to analysis of
variance (ANOVA) using ‘R’ statistical software, v3.0.1 (R Core Team, 2014). A linear
mixed model-effect using ‘lme4’ package in ‘R’ (Bates et al., 2015) was used to estimate
variance components. In the mixed model, genotypes and year were considered random,
and replication fixed. The model used was as follows:
=

+

+

+ ( × )

+

+

, where Pijk is the observed value of the

ith genotype in the jth environment, µ is the general mean, Gi, Ej and ( × )

represent

the effects of the genotype, environment, and the interaction between genotype and
environment respectively, Rk is the replication effect and eijk is the residual effect.
Variance components for the major sources of variation were estimated as:
Error variance (σ2e) = MSe,
Genotype × environment interaction variance (σ2G × E) = (MSG × E – MSe)/r
Genotypic variance (σ2G) = [(MSG – (MSe + r σ2G × E)]/(r × eꞌ)
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Phenotypic variance (σ2P) = σ2G + (σ2G´ × E) + σ2e, where, MSG, MSG × E and MSe are the
respective mean squares for genotypes, genotype × environment interaction and the error;
r is the number of replications and eꞌ is the number of environments.
The extent of dispersion or the degree of variability among genotypes at the genetic
and phenotypic levels was estimated according to (Johnson, 1955):
Genetic coefficient of variation (GCV) = [√(σ2G /

)]×100

Phenotypic coefficient of variation (PCV) = [√(σ2P /
Where;

))] ×100;

is the grand mean.
Repeatability (R), an approximate measure of broad sense heritability (H), was

computed from the variance components as: R = σ2G / [(σ2G + (σ2G × E)/r + (σ2e)/r × eꞌ].
The term “R” is preferred here to heritability because trial had only 2 environments (1 loc
x 2 years) and therefore, the term σ2G in is still confounded with high environmental
variance as; σ2G = σ2GT + σ2Eg; where σ2GT is the true genetic variance and σ2Eg is the general
environmental variance, which is inseparable from σ2G in single location trials (Falconer
and Mackay, 1996).
Expected genetic advanced (GA) and genetic advance expressed as a percentage of
the mean (GAM) for each character was computed using the formula provided by Allard,
(1960). GA = kR√(σ2P), and GAM = (GA/ ) ×100, where, k = selection differential (at 5%
selection intensity), R is repeatability used to approximate broad sense heritability, σ 2P is
the phenotypic variance, and

is the grand mean.
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3.3.3.2 Phenotypic and genetic correlations among drought indices
Phenotypic and genetic correlations between the yield and seed weight based
drought indices were estimated using the proc mixed procedure in SAS software. The
analysis was based on the following formula:
r (x, y) = COVG(x,y) /√{ σ2G(x) × σ2G(y)};
r
Where;

= COVP(x,y) /√{ σ2p(x) × σ2p(y)},

( , )

( , ) and r

( , )

are the genetic and phenotypic correlation coefficients,

COVG(x,y) and COVP(x,y) are the genetic and phenotypic covariance between traits x
and y, and

σ2G and σ2P are the genetic and phenotypic variances for traits x and y

respectively (Falconer and Mackay, 1996; El-Mohsen, 2012). The standard error of these
correlations SE(r) was estimated based on the 2-Delta method (Falconer and Mackay,
1996): SE(r) =

( ); Where; var (r) is the variance of correlation coefficients.
3.3.3.3 Multi-environment trial (MET) analysis

MET analysis for GY, PHT and DHB was conducted in ‘R’ using ‘lme4 package’
(Bates et al., 2015). Total variation was partitioned into the component sources based on a
linear mixed -effect model as:
Where,  = mean effect;

=

+

+

+ 

( )

+( × )

+

= jth Environment effect (random); k(j) = kth block effect nested

within the jth Environment (fixed);

is th kth genotype effect (Random); ( × )

interaction of the; kth treatment in the ith location (Random) and

is the

is the error term.

Variance components of the random terms were extracted and used to compute
broad sense heritability (H2) on an entry mean basis for each trait as:
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H2 = σ2G / [(σ2G + (σ2GE /eꞌ) + (σ2e /reꞌ)], where; σ2G is the variance components for
genotypes; σ2GE is the variance component for genotype-by-environment interaction; σ 2e is
the error variance; eꞌ is the number of environments; and r is number of replications.
Best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) for grain yield was computed using the same
lme4 ‘R’ package based on the mixed model:
where y is the phenotypic value (grain yield),
effects (Genotype and environment),

=

+

+ ,

is the fixed effects (block),

is the residual, while

and

is the random

are the incidence

matrices. The estimated BLUPs were used to rank the 200 MAGIC genotypes (rank 1-200)
and selected 30 genotypes for grain yield stability analysis. The selected 30 genotypes
consisted of the top 10 high yielding (rank 1-10), 10 intermediate (rank 50-60) and the
bottom 10 low yielding (rank 190-200).
The 30 genotypes described above were subjected to genotype and genotype-byenvironment interaction (GGE) analysis. Kang (2002) provide a detailed explanation about
the theory of GGE analysis. GGEBiplotGUI, an ‘R’ statistical package (Frutos, et al., 2014)
was used to generate GGE-biplots.

The GGE analysis was based on a model that

decomposes the complex MET data using principal components method as follows: Y ij =
+

+∑

(Rakshit and Zaidi, 2002), where Yij is the performance of ith

genotype in jth environment,

is the general mean,

is the environment main effect,

k is the number of principal components (PC) required for appropriate depiction
of GGE,

is the singular value of the kth PC (PCk); and

and

are the scores of ith

genotype and jth environment, respectively for PC k.
By utilizing the Biplot tools option of the GGEBiplotGUI package, the MET data
was analyzed with scaling set to one standard deviation and tester centered model (i.e., G
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+ GE), while singular value decomposition of position matrix (SVP) varied depending on
the type of analysis. The SVP were set as follows: viewing genotype patterns or locations
(SVP = JK − Row Metric Preserving), examining relations among environments (SVP=HJ

− Dual Metric Preserving), which–won-where pattern (SVP=HJ -Dual Metric Preserving),

Genotype mean vs stability (SVP = JK − Row Metric Preserving), and ranking with
reference to ideal genotype (SVP = JK − Row Metric Preserving) (Greenacre, 2010).
3.4
3.4.1

Results

Genetic variation for drought tolerance

The study assessed genotypic differences for post-anthesis drought tolerance based
on several stress response indices: GYR, SWR, STI, SSI and MP. The indices were
computed using grain yield and 100 seed weight data measured under both desiccation
stress and stress-free conditions. The G, E and GEI sources of variations were significant
for all the stress response indices except for the seed weight based STI and SSI that had
non-significant environment mean squares (Table 3-2). Additionally, wide genotypic mean
ranges were observed for all the stress response indices. This indicated that the indices
distinguished between the genotypes, revealing diverse genotypic responses to the stress.
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Table 3- 2 Analysis of variance for drought tolerance as measured by indices developed
based on grain yield and seed weight, evaluated under desiccation stress and non-stress
conditions at ACRE in year 2013 and 2014
Source
Rep
Y
G

G*Y

Error
Total

Mean

MS for Grain yield (t/ha)

DF

GYR

1

11.1***

16454***

0.08ns

43.5***

199

0.5***

341***

0.16**

1.0***

2.19

63.12

0.96

4.60

4.25

91.91

2.03

6.47

20.88

0.45

1

199

399

799

Min

0.05

0.8***
0.31

0.39

Max

ns

STI
89

ns

648***

224

22.49

SED

0.39

10.59

cv%

25.25

23.73

LSD (0.05 alpha)

0.77

SSI

0.04

ns

0.30***

0.10

0.19

MP

6.9***

2.6***

0.4

SWR

0.00

ns

0.36*

0.08***

0.06***

0.02

STI

32.4

31.1

ns
ns

321.9**

183.6***
71.0

SSI

0.05
0.20

101.81

1.82

0.22

11.75

0.42

0.11

33.45

12.78

18.82

5.96

11.60

15.6***

0.4***

2.51

0.09

1.61

0.23

0.5***

0.2***

0.98

48.71

ns

MP

0.2***

72.61

0.14

ns

0.4***

0.82

2.49

0.82

MS for Seed weight (g/100 seed)

0.04

0.19

1.58

0.21

0.14

30.52

7.83

0.42

3.37
0.27

Y = year; G = genotype; GYR = grain yield reduction; SWR = seed weight reduction; STI = stress tolerance index (%),
SSI = stress susceptibility index, MP = mean productivity; MS = Mean square *** Significant at 0.001, ** Significant at
0.01, * Significant at 0.05, ns not significant. Data used in this table are from one location, two years and replicated two
times. Drought tolerance indices were developed based on grain yield and seed weights measured under post-flowering
desiccation stress.

The genetic component of variance for most indices except STI of GYR, SWR and
100 seed weight, were greater or equal to their respective GEI component (Table 3-3). This
suggested that the genetic variance was fairly large enough to allow effective selection for
drought tolerance. SSI for grain yield and 100 seed weight showed the highest genotypic
and phenotypic coefficients of variability (Table 3-3). Repeatability (R), analogous to
broad sense heritability in single location trials, was ≥ 0.4 for MP, STI and SSI (Table 33). When repeatability was used to predict genetic gain with 5% selection intensity, genetic
advance expressed as percentage of mean (GAM) was higher for SSI (yield SSI = 18% and
seed weight SSI = 23%) followed by MP (yield MP = 15% and seed weight MP = 11%)
(Table 3-3).
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Table 3- 3 Variance components, repeatability and expected genetic gain of drought
tolerance indices developed using grain yield and seed weight, measured under postflowering desiccation stress
Parameter

Grain yield:
GYR

σ2G

0.07

σ2GxY

σ2e

0.10

0.31

σ2P

0.20

STI

76.65

58.60

224.27

162.02

MP

0.39

0.34

0.35

0.65

SSI

0.03

Seed weight:
SWR

0.01

0.03

0.02

STI

34.59

56.32

MP

0.06

0.06

SSI

0.05

0.10

0.02

0.05

12.23

PCV (%)

R*

GA

20.35

0.36

0.23

28.49

0.45

0.17

18.11

13.87

20.17

13.63

17.51

0.47

8.43

GAM (%)
10.29

13.36

0.07

19.20

0.02

9.43

17.69

0.28

0.06

7.04

0.10

22.62

31.60

0.51

0.22

22.67

70.95

80.49

0.04

0.10

0.09

GCV (%)

8.10

10.07

12.35
12.75

0.61

0.43
0.62

0.68

5.40
0.28

14.85

7.43

11.13

σ G = variance component for genotype, σ GxY =variance component for genotype by year interaction, σ e = error variance,
σ2P = phenotypic variance computed as , σ2P = [σ2G + (σ2GxY /y) + (σ2e /rxy ) ], * repeatability (analogous to broad sense
heritability conducted in few environments, computed as R = σ2G / σ2P , GYR = grain yield reduction; SWR = seed weight
reduction; STI = stress tolerance index, SSI =stress susceptibility index, MP =mean productivity; MS = Mean square;
GCV =genetic coefficient of variation; PVC= Phenotypic coefficient of variation; GA = genetic advance computed as
GA = k x sqrt(σ2P), Where, k = selection differential (at 5% selection intensity); GAM = Genetic advance expressed as a
percentage of mean computed as GAM = (GA/ ) x 100
2

3.4.2

2

2

Phenotypic and genetic correlations

When two traits are highly correlated, one trait can be improved indirectly by
selection on the other trait. The stress response indices were used to assess genetic and
phenotypic correlations between grain yield and 100 seed weight (Table 3-4). The negative
correlation coefficients in this analysis is indicative of the measurement scale of the index
and not the direction of relationship between grain yield and 100 seed weight.
Generally, the magnitude of genotypic correlations

( , ) was higher than those

of phenotypic correlations ( , ), which suggested that the relationships were mostly
genetic. Significant and strong genetic correlation coefficients were observed between GY
and 100 seed weight for all indices except MP. This result was consistent with the Pearson
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correlation analysis which indicated strong relationships among all the indices but not with
MP (Appendix B-1).
Mean genetic correlation coefficient ( ) was high for STI (0.76) and SSI (0.74).
The same indices also had higher average correlated response to selections (

) of 1.8 and

1.7, for STI and SSI respectively (Table 3-4). This implied that SSI and STI were better
indices that could be used to simultaneously improve GY and 100 seed weight under postanthesis stress.
Table 3- 4 Genetic and phenotypic correlations between grain yield and 100 seed weight
based on four drought tolerance indices
100 Seed weight based drought index

SWR
GYR

0.88 ± 0.072***

-0.81 ± 0.068***

0.78 ± 0.074***

-0.82 ± 0.061***

STI

-0.77 ± 0.079***

MP

-0.01 ±0.111

SSI

Grain yield based drought index

STI

GYR

ns

0.50 ± 0.029***

STI

-0.44 ± 0.031***

MP

0.15 ± 0.042***

SSI

GYR

0.46 ± 0.031***

0.83 ± 0.067***

-0.37 ± 0.118**

0.72

0.83 ± 0.058***

-0.55 ± 0.092***

0.74

0.49 ± 0.030***

0.00 ± 0.043ns

0.37

0.84 ± 0.064***

-0.84 ± 0.062***

0.21 ± 0.098

-0.21 ± 0.099

ns

( , )

-0.48 ± 0.030***

0.48 ± 0.030***

-0.49 ± 0.030***

MP

ns

-0.49 ± 0.030***

0.50 ± 0.030***

0.59 ± 0.089***

0.55 ±0.064***

0.17 ± 0.042***

-0.15 ± 0.042***

0.25

0.40

0.40

-0.00 ±0.045ns

0.09

-5.69

0.22

-0.10

1.52

0.09

-6.43

0.24

-0.16

1.73

-0.09

MP

0.00

CRy

6.77

-0.25

1.88

-0.07

0.52 ± 0.034***

0.76

0.01 ± 0.044ns

STI
SSI

( , )

SSI

0.18
0.19

0.17

1.82

0.53

( , ),
( , ) = genetic and phenotypic correlation between grain yield and seed weight respectively; CR y =
correlated response to selection; , and
= average genetic, phenotypic correlation coefficients and correlated
response to selection respectively; GYR =grain yield reduction; SWR = seed weight reduction; STI = stress tolerance
index, SSI = stress susceptibility index, MP = mean productivity; *** Significant at 0.001, ** Significant at 0.01, *
Significant at 0.05, ns not significant.
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3.4.3

Genotype × environment interaction for agronomic traits

The general picture of relative magnitude of the G, E and GEI for GY, PHT and
DHB is presented in Table 3-5 in the form of ANOVA. The G, E and GEI effects were
significant for all agronomic traits. Table 3-5 also depicts variance components and the
proportion of each component sources relative to the total variation. It was observed that
environment was the most important source of variation for all the traits measured. For
grain yield, the E component accounted for 71.62% of the variation, while G and GEI
accounted for 3.16% and 9.52% respectively (Table 3-5).

For PHT, the E and G

components were attributed to 70.27% and 17.36% of total variation respectively, whereas
GEI explained 4.14 % of variation. Environment contributed 72.96% of total variation for
DHB, while G and GEI explained 12.52% and 5.21% of variation for this trait. Overall,
GEI had lower contributions to total variation, compared to the G and E components.
Broad sense heritability on an entry mean basis was high for PHT (0.88) and DHB
(0.84) and moderate for grain yield (0.52) (Table 3-5). This suggested that the expression
of grain yield in these genotypes was more influenced by environment compared to PHT
and DHB. When genetic advance was expressed as a percentage of grand mean (GAM),
and assuming 5% selection intensity, the results showed a 10% yield gain per selection
cycle, 12% for PHT and 4% for DHB (Table 3-5). This indicated that despite significant
environmental influence on the expression of these traits, the genetic variance is high
enough to for effective selection.
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Table 3- 5 G and G × E mean squares, variance components and heritability for grain yield,
PHT and DHB evaluated across multiple environments
Source

Yield (t/ha)

PHT (cm)

Environment (E)

1310.90 (5)***

406328 (3)***

15340.00 (3)***

GxE

1.60 (995)***

258 (597)***

8.00 (597)***

Block/E

14.00 (6)***

Genotype (G)
Error (e)
σ

2

σ

2

σ

2

3.40 (199)***

Comp.

0.74 (1194)

Proportion (%)

3.38

E

71.62

0.15

G

3.16

0.45

GxE

σ2e

9.52

0.74

σ2P

15.70

0.29

GCV (%)

10.29

H

0.52

PCV (%)
GA

216 (4)ns

2425 (199)***

Comp.

1096.38
270.9

64.66

128.31

303.10
8.98

32.97

2

DHB

9.50

0.89

128 (795)

22.00 (4)***

50.00 (199)***
3.86 (796)***

Proportion (%)

Comp.

Proportion (%)

17.36

5.19

12.52

70.27
4.14
8.22

30.24
2.16
3.86

6.21

3.52

0.84

21.78

2.92

3.75

155.77

70.74

Max

5.08

204.10

LSD(.05) G

0.67

11.16

LSD(.05) E

0.12

1.58

0.28

LSD(.05) G X E

1.65

22.31

3.94

10.40

Min

2.50

Genotype mean

SEDG

11.9

0.34

SEDE

0.06

SEDG x E
CV(%)

4.1

99.00

62.63

5.66

1.00

0.80

0.84

11.31

22.31

7.26

5.21

9.31

3.22

0.39

GAM (%)

72.96

75.38
1.97

0.14

2.00

2.83

Mean square values are presented with degrees of freedom in parenthesis.
*** Significant at 0.001, ** Significant at 0.01, * Significant at 0.05, ns not significant
PHT = plant height; DHB = days to half bloom (50% flowering); GCV =genetic coefficient of variation; PVC=
Phenotypic coefficient of variation, H2 = broad sense heritability on genotype mean basis;
GA = genetic advance/gain; GAM =Genetic advance expressed as a percentage of mean.
SEDG =

∗

; SEDE =

∗

and SEDG x E =

are the standard errors of the difference between genotype,

Environment and the Genotype × x Environment means and the LSD’s are the respective least significant difference
between any two means.
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3.4.4

Grain yield stability assessment

Multi-environment yield trials often display a mix of crossover and non-crossover
types of GEI. The cross over GEI implies change in genotype ranks in different
environments, and is of major concern to breeders (Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Yan, 2002).
To assess the extent to which GEI obscures selection, 30 genotypes out of the 200 MAGIC
subset were selected based on BLUP data (i.e. top 10 high yielding, 10 intermediate
yielding and bottom 10 poor yielding genotypes) (Table 3-6), and subjected to GGE
analysis. Genotypes in all three categories displayed inconsistent performance across
environments, suggesting presence of crossover GEI (Kaya et al., 2006). The line graphs
embedded in Table 3-6 provide a summarized view of GEI, revealing genotypic yield
fluctuations due to environmental modification. This outcome was further supported by the
observed highly variable distribution of environmental variance estimates for each
genotype (Appendix B-2).
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Table 3- 6 Mean grain yield and GEI pattern of 30 selected genotypes

MAGIC genotypes ranked based on BLUPs; top 10 (Rank 1-10), intermediate 10 (Rank 50-59) and bottom 10 (Rank
191-200). Embedded line graph shows variation in genotypic ranks across environments. The statistics; Y ̅_((G)) =
Genotypic mean, Y ̅_((E)) = environment mean, Min = minimum, Max = maximum, LSD (G), LSD (E), LSD (GE), are
the pairwise least significant differences between the genotype, environment and GEI means respectively. These statistics
were generated from entire 200 MAGIC genotypes, evaluated in six environments.
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To clearly visualize the behavior of the 30 genotypes, a GGE-biplot based on
genotype focused scaling is shown in Figure 3-2. The first two principal component axes
of the GGE biplot explained a total of 71.49% of variation in the mean grain yield.
Genotype main effects and PC1 scores were almost perfectly correlated (r2 = 0.97, Figure
3-2),

and

therefore,

mean

yield

performance,

stability,

discriminative

and

representativeness of environments can be efficiently visualized on the graph (Yan et al.,
2000; Kaya et al., 2006). Accordingly, all the top 10 high yielding genotypes in this study
and most of the intermediate ones had had PC1 scores > 0 and were therefore grouped by
the biplot as adaptable or high yielding. All the bottom 10 genotypes had PC1< 0 and were
considered poor yielding or non-adaptable (Figure 3-2). This result is still consistent with
the BLUP selections. The GGE-biplot, however, provides additional information on yield
stability. In the biplot, genotypes with PC2 scores near or equal to zero are considered
stable and those further away from zero are unstable. For that reason, Genotypes G9, G3,
G4 and G2 were the most stable among the high yielding genotypes, while G10 and G8
were very unstable (Figure 3-2). Genotypes G18 and G22 were the most stable among the
intermediate and poor yielding categories respectively (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3- 2 GGE-biplot based on genotype-focused scaling for genotypes.

In this figure, G stand for genotypes. Codes of genotypes are explained in Table 3-6. Correlation between genotypes and
PC1 scores is embedded at the top right corner. Genotypes G1-G10 are in the top highest yielding category, G11-20
intermediate category and G21-G30 are in the bottom 10 lowest yielding category.
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The average environment coordination (AEC) view of the GGE-biplot provided
similar stability patterns (Figure 3-3). In this method, an average environment is defined
by the average PC1 and PC2 scores of all environments, represented by a small circle
(Figure 3-3). A line is then drawn to pass through this average environment and the biplot
origin; this line is called the average environment axis (AEA) and serves as the abscissa of
the AEC (Kaya et al., 2006). Genotypes closer to the AEA are more stable but as one moves
away from AEA, the GEI increases and stability is reduced. The distance between the
average environment marker (circle in Figure 3-3) and the biplot origin provides at estimate
of the importance of genotype main effect relative to GEI. In this study, average
environment marker was sufficiently away from the biplot origin (Figure 3-3), suggesting
that genotypes could be selected based on mean grain yield performance. Genotypes with
means above the average value, which included all the top 10 and most of the
intermediaries would be selected while the rest discarded. However, when GEI is
significant, stability must be taken into consideration. With the GGE-biplot analysis there
is an opportunity to select based on both mean and stability. For instance, in Figure 3-3,
genotypes G9, G3 and G4 are stable and high yielding, yet genotypes G10 and G8 are more
variable but high yielding.
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Figure 3- 3 Average environment coordination (AEC) views of the GGE-biplot based on
environment-focused scaling for the means performance and stability of genotypes.
In this figure, G stand for genotypes. Codes of genotypes are explained in Table 3-6. Environments information were
presented in Table 3-1.
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To examine the patterns of environments and the type of GEI, an environmentfocused GGE-biplot was used (Figure 3-4). Environment PC1 had only positive scores,
which suggested that PC1 represents proportional genotypic yield differences across
environments, leading to non-crossover GEI. Consequently, genotypes with greater PC1
scores can be easily identified in environments with larger PC1 scores (Yan et al., 2000).
On the other hand, PC2 had positive and negative scores, a typical feature of
crossover GEI (Yan et al., 2000). A genotype may, on one hand have large positive
interactions with some environments and on the other hand, have large negative
interactions with some other environments. Environments E2 and E3 in this study were
very similar, since they had similar genotypic mean grain yield. However, PC2 scores of
these two environments including E4 were absolutely greater than zero, signaling large
crossover interaction effects, and were thus not representative. In contrast, the PC2 scores
of environments E1, E6 and E5 were near zero, an indication of less crossover interaction
effect, and were therefore, more discriminative and representative (Figure 3-4).
Consequently, upon ranking the environments, the three environments (E1, E6 and E5)
were closer to the concentric circle of the GGE-biplot, and were depicted as the near ideal
environments (Appendix B-3).
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Figure 3- 4 GGE-biplot based on environment-focused scaling for environments.

In this figure, PC and E stand for principal component and environments, respectively. Environment names are presented
in Table 3-1

To examine genotypic adaptation to specific environments, a polygon view of a GGEbiplot was used (Figure 3-5). This plot displays the which-won-where pattern of multi
environment yield trials (MEYT) data.

Visualization of this GGE-biplot polygon

summarizes the GEI pattern of a MEYT data set (Yan et al., 2000). In Figure 3-5, the
polygon is formed by connecting the markers of the genotypes that are further away from
the biplot origin such that all other genotypes are contained in the polygon. Lines that are
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perpendicular to the sides of the polygon divide the biplot into nine sectors and the
environments fall in three of them (Figure 3-5). The first sector had two environments E3
and E2, with G1 being the vertex genotype. Therefore, G1 was the highest yielding
genotype in these two environments. Likewise, environments E1, E6, and E5 fell in the
second sector and the highest yielding genotype was G6. The third sector contained
environment E4 with genotype G10 at its vertex. Genotype G6 would be preferred since
it out yielded all others in at least three environments.

Figure 3- 5 Polygon view of the GGE-biplot of the which-won where pattern for
genotypes and environments.
In this figure, G and E represent genotype and environment respectively. Environment names are presented in
Table 3-1
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To check if desirable genotypes could be identified, a genotype-focused scaling
GGE-biplot which compares all genotypes to an ideal genotype was used (Figure 3-6). An
ideal genotype should have the highest mean performance and be absolutely stable (zero
GEI), and it is represented by an arrow in the central concentric circles (Figure 3-6). It is
often difficult to find an ideal genotype, but the theoretical value can be estimated and used
as reference to evaluate other genotypes (Kaya et al., 2006). This genotype focused scaling
biplot ranks genotypes based on both the stability and mean yield (Yan, 2002). In this
study, no single genotype fell into the center of concentric circles. However, genotypes G9,
G4, G2, and G6 were located on the next immediate concentric circle, and may be regarded
as more desirable compared to the rest (Figure 3-6).

Figure 3- 6 GGE-biplot based on genotype-focused scaling for comparison of the
genotypes with ideal genotype.

G and E represent genotype and environment respectively. Details of environments and genotypes are given in Tables
3-1 and 3-6
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3.5
3.5.1

Discussion

Genetic variance for drought tolerance

Significant genetic variation was depicted in the MAGIC population, showing the
presence of genetic diversity in the population, thus providing opportunity for effective
selection for several traits. In the present study, the sorghum MAGIC genotypes differed
for the drought response indices. This implied that selection for post-flowering drought
tolerance in the sorghum MAGIC population would be effective based on these indices.
Genetic variability for the drought tolerance indices have been reported in sorghum
(Kharrazi and Rad, 2013; Elmunsor et al., 2014; Menezes, 2014), wheat (Maleki et al.,
2008). These indices are known to correlate well with yield under stress and can be efficient
in selection for yield adaptation to drought stress (Kharrazi and Rad, 2013; Elmunsor et al.,
2014; Menezes, 2014). On the other hand, a significant GEI was observed in this study for
all the indices and cannot be ignored. It is an indication that genotypic response to drought
stress is influenced by environmental conditions. This suggests the need to test genotypes
in targeted environments to ascertain their stability for use as reliable genetic materials for
crop improvement. The magnitudes of phenotypic coefficient of variation for all drought
indices were higher than their corresponding genotypic values, suggesting that these traits
are influenced by environment.
The variance component estimates of heritability in the drought experiment has
been referred to as repeatability because this study was conducted in a single location over
two years. Repeatability is the proportion of total variance that is due to differences among
individuals, when a trait is measured multiple times (Falconer and Mackay, 1996; Dohm,
2002). According to Falconer et al., (1996) and Lynch and Walsh (1998), the genetic
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component in the estimate of repeatability is confounded with environment and thus it sets
the upper limit for broad sense heritability (H), although Dohm (2002) argues that this is
only true when measured traits are genetically identical, among other assumptions. In the
present study, MP, STI and SSI had ‘R’ values above 40%, which implied that the measure
of genotype response to stress based on these indices were fairly consistent across
replicates and environment. Therefor, the ‘R’ values fairly predict broad sense heritability.
The analysis found SSI and MP to have higher genetic gain, which indicated that these
traits would respond well to to selection.
To determine the possiblity for simultaneous improvement of grain yield and seed
weight by selecting for grain yield alone, phenotypic and genetic correlations between
grain yield and seed weight were evaluated using the drought rsponse indices. Strong and
significant genetic correlation coefficients among the indices suggested the preponderance
of genetic variance in expression of the two traits under drought stress. Two of the indices,
STI and SSI, had the highest average correlated response to selection for grain yield and
seed weight. This implied that if one selects for grain yield under drought stress based on
STI or SSI, one is likely to indirectly improve seed weight (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).
Significant correlations between grain yield and 100 seed weight under drought stress have
been reported in different crops species; sorghum (Kenga et al., 2006; Ibrahim et al., 2014),
wheat (El-Mohsen, 2012), barley (Jouyban et al., 2015).
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3.5.2

G and G × E variances for agronomic traits

Multi-environment trial (MET) anlysis is useful for evaluating adaptability of
genotypes to wide range of environments. This anlysis allows the partitioning of the
phenotypic variations into components that are genetic, environmental and interactions
among the components. An understanding of the relative importanance of these terms is
important in making more informed breeding decisions.
In the present study, the mean squares for G, E and GEI were all significant, with
E contributing most to the observed variation, folowed by G and GEI. The significant
respective G and E suggested that the genotypes were genetically diverse and
environmental conditions were unique. This implied that genetic improvement is possible,
but the influence of the environment on genotype performance should not be ignored.
Significant GEI is commonly observed as the differential ranking of genotypes across
environments (Mohammadi and Amri, 2012). GEI for sorghum grain yield, plant height
and flowering date has been reported earlier (Mukri et al., 2010; Ezzat et al., 2010; Rakshit
et al., 2012b; a). When GEI exists, selection based on the genotype main effect (means)
alone may not be effective, since genotypic responses are specific to environment. Under
such a scenerio, genotypes may be selected for local adaptation, otherwise a more detailed
assesment of stability would be required if the goal is to recommend a more stable genotype
with broad adaptation (Lynch and Walsh, 1998). Large GEI also reduces the heritability of
quantitative traits, therefore, impacting negatively on

advance

from selection.

Consequently, obtaining reliable results in the presence of GEI, requires testing of cultivars
in several environments. Kang (2002) noted that high magnitude of GEI reduces the
usefulness and reliability of the main effects (genotype means), as such it becomes difficult
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to identify truly superioir genotypes across environments. The GGE bioplot analysis used
in this study is capable of dissecting all aspects of MET data, providing a powerful visual
representation of both mean performance and stability and optimized environments for
specific genotypes.
3.6

Conclusion

The study revealed significant genetic diversity among the sorghum MAGIC
genotypes for post-anthesis drought tolerance, and major agronomic traits. The stress
tolerance indices provided a good measure of post-anthesis drought resistance. Two of
these indices, SSI and STI, had high repeatability, and highly predictable selection gain.
The same indices provided better genotypic correlations between grain yield and seed
weight, and therefore would allow simultaneous improvement of grain yield and seed
weight under drought, by selecting only one of these two traits. These two indices were
therefore considered the best and recommended for post-anthesis drought selection.
Multi-environment analysis showed that variation in grain yield performance of the
MAGIC genotypes was genetic but strongly by modified environment. GGE-biplot
analysis dissected the major component sources of variation (G+GE), revealing the
possibility of identifying sorghum MAGIC genotypes that are either specifically adapted
to a particular environment or those that are stable and broadly adapted across multiple
environments. Genotypes G9, G4, G2, and G6 were identified as more stable and desirable
compared to the rest. Genetic variation in this population was significant, although
effective selection for improvement would require evaluation in multiple environments
because of the presence of a significant GEI.
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CHAPTER 4. GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY FOR DROUGHT
TOLERANCE AND YIELD TRAITS IN A MULTI-PARENT ADVANCED
GENERATION INTERCROSS (MAGIC) POPULATION OF SORGHUM
4.1

Abstract

Drought tolerance and grain yield, two economically important traits in sorghum
[Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench], have been widely studied, yet the specific nature and
function their genetic basses remain elusive. A genome-wide association study (GWAS)
was conducted in a panel of 200 inbred lines from a novel multi-parent advance generation
inter-cross (MAGIC) population of sorghum to identify genomic regions associated with
drought tolerance, grain yield (GY), yield stability (YS) and 100 seed weight (HSW).
Genotypes were evaluated for yield traits across multiple environments, and further
assessed for drought-like response under salt desiccation stress. GWAS using a 79,728
SNP panel, generated via a high throughput genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) platform
identified four genomic regions associated with drought tolerance. These regions harbored
fourteen candidate genes, orthologous to Arabidopsis thaliana, maize (Zea may) and rice
(Oryza sativa) with functional annotations depicted in abiotic stress defenses. Additionally,
three suggestive association signals each for GY, YS and HSW were identified. The genes
proximal to these regions were previously shown by maize transcriptomic analysis to be
involved in phytohormone biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, sugar transport and
stress defense. These pathways/biological processes are known to either directly or
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indirectly influence grain yield traits in crop plants. Further analysis detected 22 GY and 9
HSW genomic regions that were environment sensitive, revealing the presence of geneenvironment interaction. The results of this study gave new insights into the nature of
genetic variations governing drought tolerance and grain yield traits in sorghum.
4.2

Introduction

Sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench], 2n=2x=20, an important source of food,
feed, and bio-fuel, is widely grown in several regions of the world due to its broad
adaptation to harsh environments (Doggett, 1988). It is a staff of life for the poor in the
semi- arid tropics, particularly, Africa (Carter et al., 1989; Paterson et al., 2009). Sorghum
is a tropical C4 grass with a relatively compact genome of 730 Mb and in synteny with
genomes of maize and rice. The sorghum genome has been fully sequenced, making it a
model crop for genomic studies of grass species (Paterson et al., 2009). Sorghum is
primarily self-pollinating crop, native to sub-Saharan Africa. It has also gained
considerable importance in United States of America as a fodder and feed crop in the last
decade.
Despite its adaptation to hot and dry environments, sorghum grain yields are severely
affected by unpredictable dry spells occurring early or late in the season (Tuinstra et al.,
1997; Reddy et al., 2009). Additionally, when some sorghum genotypes are exposed to
drought, rapid and premature leaf senescence occur, predisposing the crop to charcoal rot
fungus (Macrophomina phaseolina), stalk lodging, and causing significant yield losses
(Toppi and Pawlik-Skowrońska, 2003; Adeyanju et al., 2015). Given that more than 80%

of the sorghum in USA and almost 100% in Africa are grown under non-irrigated
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conditions (Toppi and Pawlik-Skowrońska, 2003), genetic improvement of the crop has

been pursued for sustaining sorghum yields under drought stress. However, accelerating
the progress of genetic gain and production deployments to enhance productivity of the
crop would require thorough understanding of the underlying physiological mechanisms
of these important traits.
Previous studies on genetic and physiological bases of drought tolerance and grain
yield have described these traits as complex, and the genetics governing variation of their
expression remain poorly understood. Efforts to elucidate the genetics underlying variation
of drought tolerance and grain yield have been accomplished with some degree of success
using linkage-based quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping. Genomic regions associated
with post-flowering drought tolerance (stay green) have been mapped in sorghum (Tuinstra
et al, 1996; Tuinstra et al., 1997, 1998; Crasta et al., 1999; Subudhi et al., 2000; Tao et al.,
2000; Xu et al., 2000; Kebede et al., 2001; Harris and Subudhi, 2007; Reddy et al., 2014).
Similarly, multiple QTLs associated with gain yield and yield components have been
identified on almost all sorghum chromosomes (Sabadin et al., 2012; Reddy et al., 2013;
Shehzad and Okuno, 2014; Han et al., 2015). The mapping populations used for many of
these linkage-based QTL identification were based on bi-parental populations with selfed
progenies of only one cycle of recombination, which limits the resolution of genetic maps
generated from these lines.
The current availability of advanced genomic tools has made it possible through
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to scan the entire genome using highly dense
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) markers to precisely locate genomic regions
explaining variation in complex traits (Stich et al., 2008; Pasam et al., 2012; Morris et al.,
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2013a; Zhang et al., 2015a). GWAS is more powerful because it utilizes populations that
have high historical recombination events and high allele frequencies. Although GWAS
was predominantly use in human genomics studies, continuous reduction in sequencing
and genotyping costs, coupled with the availability of complete sequences of several crop
reference genomes have helped expand its application in crop plants. In maize, Wang et
al. (2016) conducted GWAS using 41,101 SNPs in 201 inbred lines evaluated under waterstressed and well-watered regimes and identified multiple candidate genes for drought
tolerance. In rice, GWAS based on Affymetrix genotyping array comprising of 44,100
SNPs, Al-Shugeairy (2015) identified a candidate gene for drought recovery trait. In
sorghum, SSR marker-based association analysis in a set of 107 accessions identified QTLs
for drought related traits (Sakhi et al., 2013). Additionally, Boyles et al. (2016) performed
GWAS in a sorghum diversity panel of 390 accessions, uncovering several candidate genes
associated with grain yield and related traits. Putative gene super families discovered in
this study included those belonging to glycosyl hydrolase family, protein kinase family,
hexokinase 1, cytochrome P450, and several enzymes involved in cell wall biosynthesis
and metabolism. Furthermore, other agronomic traits in sorghum have been dissected using
GWAS including plant height and maturity (Brown et al. 2008; Upadhyaya et al. 2012;
Morris et al. 2013b; Higgins et al. 2014), grain quality (Sukumaran et al., 2012), stem
sugar or brix (Murray et al., 2009), saccharification yield (Wang et al., 2013), seed size
traits (Zhang et al., 2015a), inflorescence structure traits (Hmon et al., 2014) and stalk rot
resistance (Adeyanju et al., 2015).
The greatest challenge that raises doubt on the outcome of most GWAS is population
structure (Kang et al., 2008). Population structure is said to exist when there is a systematic
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difference in allele frequencies between subpopulations due to different ancestry (Astle
and Balding, 2009). In GWAS, population structure causes associations between unlinked
loci, resulting in false marker-trait association (Pritchard et al., 2000; Kang et al., 2008;
Astle and Balding, 2009; Platt et al., 2010). Structure analysis coupled with complex
statistical techniques like mixed linear model (MLM) can correct population stratification
(Pritchard et al., 2000; Price et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2006). A more biological solution
however, is to use non-structured populations like the MAGIC (Cavanagh et al., 2008;
Kover et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012; Bandillo et al., 2013; Mackay et al., 2014;
Dell’Acqua et al., 2015). The objective of this study was therefore to identify genomic
regions associated with drought tolerance, grain yield, yield stability and seed weight using
a subset of the sorghum MAGIC population that was recently created and described
(Ongom and Ejeta, 2016).
4.3

Materials and methods
4.3.1

Plant materials

A subset of 200 lines sampled from a large sorghum MAGIC population (Ongom
and Ejeta, 2016) was used in this study. Briefly, the MAGIC population was developed by
inter-mating 19 diverse sorghum genotypes that combine multiple traits including drought
tolerance, grain yield potential, combining ability and grain quality traits. The complex
crossing scheme was achieved with the aid of genetic male sterility during the initial
incorporation and subsequent recombination for several generations, allowing random
mating and followed by derivation of over one thousands homozygous MAGIC lines via
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single seed decent method of generation advance. A detailed description of the mating
design and genetic features of the MAGIC population have already been discussed in
chapter 2 of this thesis document.
4.3.2

Phenotyping

The 200 sorghum MAGIC lines were evaluated for post-flowering drought
tolerance, and grain yield traits across multiple environments. The drought experiments
were conducted at the agronomy center for research and education (ACRE) during the
summer of 2013 and 2014. In this experiment, post-flowering drought-like stress was
simulated using a foliar spray of a salt desiccant (sodium chlorate), applied at 0.4% w/v,
14 days after half bloom (Ongom et al., 2016). The MAGIC lines including four check
varieties were planted in stress and stress-free experimental sites, each laid out as
randomized complete block design (RCBD) with two replications. The four checks used
were those genotypes whose reactions to drought are known. At maturity, three meters of
each plot was hand harvested from the stressed and stress-free sites and data on grain yield
(t/ha) and 100 seed weight (g) were recorded. The grain yield and 100 seed weight data
were then used to compute stress tolerance index (STI), as an indirect measure of postanthesis drought response (Ongom et al., 2016). Phenotyping for grain yield traits was
conducted across a total of six environments; ACRE (2013), ACRE (2014), Kansas (2013),
Kansas (2014), Kobo-Ethiopia (2014) and Mieso-Ethiopia (2014). Therefore, each year
constituted a unique test environment. The traits measured were grain yield (6
environments) and 100 seed weight (2 environments). In addition, yield stability was
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considered as a separate important phenotype in this study since there was enough number
of environments to fairly assess the stability of genotypes across the environments.
4.3.3

Genotyping

The study utilized GBS data for the sorghum MAGIC population, described in chapter 2.
The sorghum MAGIC SNPs panel consists of 79,728 SNPs that were generated via
Illumina HiSeq at Cornell University based on the procedures described by Elshire et al.
(2011). SNPs were called based on the sorghum bicolor reference genome version 2.1 at:
ftp://ftp.jgipsf.org/pub/compgen/phytozome/v9.0/early_release/Sbicolor_v2.1/assembly/S
bicolor_v2.1_255.fa.gz. SNPs were typed across the 200 MAGIC genotypes. Of the 200
lines, six had excessive missing data and were removed, leaving 194 lines available for the
GWAS analysis. Additional information on SNP calling, data processing procedures, the
genetic properties, and mapping efficiency of the sorghum MAGIC SNPs panel, have been
provided by Ongom and Ejeta (2016).
4.3.4

Statistical analysis

4.3.4.1 Phenotypic data analysis
Traits were initially subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and major
summary statistics including mean, minimum and maximum were generated. Frequency
distributions and box plots were used to assess the phenotypic variability of each trait. The
stress tolerance index (STI) phenotype was used as a measure of drought tolerance. STI
was computed as: STI = [(Ys / Yc) x 100] (Ongom et al. 2016; Blum et al. 1983), where;
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Ys and Yc refer to grain yield (t/ha) measured under desiccation stress and stress-free
conditions respectively. Traits data were analyzed per environment and also combined
across environments using means and best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs).
The BLUPs were estimated using lme4 ‘R’ package (Bates et al., 2015) based on a
mixed model:
(block),
and

=

+

+ , where y is the phenotypic value,

is the random effects (Genotype and environment),

is the fixed effects

is the residual, while

are the incidence matrices. Yield stability phenotype was generated using

environmental variance (

) method i.e. the variance among genotype yields recorded

across six environments (Lin et al., 1986; Becker and Leon, 1988). In this method,
∑(

−

) /( − 1) , where

environment j,

=

= observed genotype yield response i in the

= genotype mean yield across environments, and e = number of

environments. The highest stability is obtained when

= 0.

4.3.4.2 Genome-wide association analysis
Prior to genome-wide association analysis, SNPs were filtered, to allow 10% of
missing data, minor allele frequency (MAF) of less than 0.05, and to exclude all
heterozygotes. This resulted in 26,349 SNPs available for the downstream analysis. GWAS
was conducted using BLUPs (for combined environments data), means (for single
environment data) and environmental variance (for stability). To find the model that best
fit the traits, GWAS was performed in TASSEL version 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) by
initially fitting both the general linear model (GLM) and mixed linear model (MLM)
(Zhang et al., 2010). In GLM the Naïve-algorithm which does not account for any structure
in the population and the P-algorithm which account for population structure based on
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principal components (PCs) were used. For MLM, both structure and kinship (K) were
accounted for by including PCs and K-matrix in the model.
The equation for the naive test was:
was;

=

+

+

+

=

+

+

and the for MLM analysis

+ , where; y is a response vector for phenotypic values,

is the is the total mean, β is a vector of fixed effects regarding population structure
estimated using principal components (PCs),

is the vector of fixed effect for markers, u

is the vector of random effects for kinship and

is the vector of residuals, while X , P and

K are the incidence matrices relating individuals to the vectors , β and , respectively
(Zhang et al., 2015b). Given the known lack of evidence for structure in the sorghum
MAGIC population (Ongom and Ejeta, 2016) results from both GLM and MLM were very
similar for all traits, and therefore, the GLM (P model) was chosen for the genome-wide
association analyses.
4.3.4.3 GWAS significant thresholds
Genome-wide significant threshold used in this study was determined using a
modified Bonferroni multiple testing corrections that utilizes average LD decay to
determine the number of independent tests in contrast to the conservative use of total
number of SNPs (Matthies et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015a). In the sorghum MAGIC
population, LD decays to background levels (r2 < 0.1) within 220kb (Ongom and Ejeta,
2016). Therefore, the effective number of independent tests (N) was defined as [N =
sorghum reference genome size (730Mb)/LD distance (220kb)]. Using 0.05 as the as the
desired experiment wide probability of type I error (false positive), the significant threshold
(P) was then obtained as; P = [0.05/N] = 1.50685 x 10-5, equivalent to –log10 (P) of 4.8.
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This genome-wide significant cutoff allowed one false positive association to occur 0.05
times per GWAS run.
Likewise, a suggestive cutoff for prominent association signals that did not reach
genome-wide threshold was estimated by allowing one false positive association to occur
once for each genome-wide scan (P = 1/N), resulting P = 3.01 x10-4, equivalent to –log10
(P) of 3.5. The modified method was adopted in this study because the regular Bonferroni
multiple testing has been criticized for being very conservative (Burton et al., 2007;
Matthies et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015a), which reduces the power to detect true
associations.
4.3.4.4 Candidate gene prediction and genomic comparisons
To identify genes responsible for the detected association signals and determine
their functions, the positions of significant SNPs were searched using the Generic Genome
Browser at: http://plant.psc.riken.jp/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/Sbicolor/, which contained the
version of the reference genome (sbicolor_225) used in this study. In addition, the
expression patterns of the candidate genes were examined using a public sorghum RNA
expression profile provided by (Makita et al., 2015), stored in a database at
http://sorghum.riken.jp/morokoshi/Home.html. The database provides a search engine that
links genome annotations to gene expressions data of sorghum at different growth stages
and in different plant parts. The analyses utilized a web-based generated FPKM (fragment
per kilo base of transcripts per million mapped reads) plots, to visualize the expression
pattern of the candidate genes.
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The same databases provide a compilation of known orthologs for each genes
which allowed for comparison of functions of the candidate genes across different species
including Arabidopsis, maize, and rice. A web-based Synteny mapping and analysis
program (SyMAP v4.2) (Soderlund et al., 2006) was also utilized to graphically display
the relationships between the sorghum candidate genes and their orthologues in other grass
species.
4.4
4.4.1

Results

Phenotypic variation

The effects of genotypes, environments, and their interactions were highly
significant for all traits measured (Table 4-1). Averaged over environments, all traits
showed a large variation, especially for STI where a four-fold difference was observed
(Table 4-1). Correlations between different environments were generally moderate for STI,
grain yield and 100 seed weight (Appendix C-1). Correlation coefficients for environments
ACRE_13 vs ACRE_14 were 0.31*** for STI and 0.18* for 100 seed weight. For grain
yield, the correlations among the six environments ranged from 0.02ns (KAN_13 vs
KAN_14) to 0.4*** (KOBO_14 vs MIESO_14). Consequently, there were moderate
repeatability and/or heritability measures of all traits, ranging from 0.3 for 100 seed weight
to 0.5 for STI and grain yield (Table 4-1). On the other hand, low to moderate correlations
were observed among the three traits; 0.12ns (STI vs 100SDWT), -0.11ns (STI vs GY) and
0.39*** (100SWDT vs GY) (Appendix C-2).
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Table 4- 1 Summary statistics for the post-flowering drought tolerance (as measured by
stress tolerance index-STI), grain yield (t/ha) and 100 seed measured across multiple
environments
Trait

E

Mean ± SD

6

3.8 ± 0.9

STI (%)

2

100SDwt(g)

2

GY(t/ha)

Min

Max

2.5

5.1

63.1 ± 14.9

22.5

2.9 ± 0.3

1.8

91.9
3.8

aF
G

1.9***

4.6***

5.4***

bF
E

cF
GXE

#H 2

48.2***

1.5***

0.5

280.8***

3.8***

0.3

1770.8***

2.2***

0.5

represent the F value for genetic, environment and genotype × environment interaction effects
respectively. #Entry mean-based broad sense heritability or repeatability for the case of STI and 100 seed
weight that had only two environments: H2 = σ2g/[σ2g + σ2ge/k + σ2e/(rk)], where σ2g is the genotypic
variance, σ2ge is the genotype by environment interaction variance, k is the number of environments, r is
the number of replications. ***P < 0.0001.
a, b,c

Frequency distributions were somewhat skewed, but generally approximated
normal distribution for all traits (Figure 4-1). The mean of STI (63.1%), a measure of
drought tolerance was shifted towards high tolerance while that of grain yield (3.8 t/ha)
and 100 seed weight (2.9 g) were centered around the mean of the population distribution.
Overall, the distribution showed diverse genotypic responses for STI, grain yield and 100
seed weight, ranging from low to high performances for each of the trait, suggesting that
the MAGIC genotypes are phenotypically diverse for the measured traits, and that the traits
are likely governed by multiple QTL. These observations were further supported by the
box plots which depicted wide variation among the MAGIC genotypes for all the measured
traits. The box plots also showed mean genotypic performance for STI, grain yield and 100
seed weight to differ among the environments, signaling environmental influence on
expression of these traits (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4- 1 Phenotypic distribution of traits.

Each trait is presented with a histogram and a corresponding box-plot, showing distribution by environment for (a) Stress
tolerance index (STI) (%), (b) grain yield (t/ha) (c) 100 seed weight (g).
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4.4.2

GWAS for drought tolerance

Using STI as a measure of stress tolerance, a major association signal for postanthesis stress was detected on chromosome 6 and three suggestive peaks on chromosomes
1, 8 and 9 (Figure 4-2a). The association peaks on chromosomes 1, 8 and 9 exceeded the
suggestive threshold (P = 3.01 x10-4) by one SNP marker each. The three loci
independently explained each 7% of total phenotypic variation. On the other hand, a total
of 105 SNPs associated with STI on chromosome 6 exceeded genome-wide significance
threshold (P ≤ 1.51 x 10-5) (Figure 4-2a). The locus at 49.87 Mbp position on chromosome
6 marked by SNP marker S1_405908238 depicted the strongest association for STI (P =
9.7 x 10-12). It accounted for 22.3% of total phenotypic variation. On average, the lines
carrying the minor frequency allele of the SNP S1_405908238 (MAF = 0.36) were 7.7%
more tolerant than those with the alternative allele (Figure 4-2b). The marker alleles
showed a significant correlation (r = - 0.29, P = 5.9 x 10 -5) with the stress tolerance index.
The negative correlation suggested a possible inhibitory action of this locus as opposed to
activation on drought response pathway(s).
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Figure 4- 2 Figure 2 Association signals and effect of SNP marker alleles on the STI
phenotype.
(a) Manhattan plot depicting SNP-drought associations on chromosomes 1, 6, 8 and 9. Statistical strength of association
(-Log10P) is plotted against genomic position with the 10 chromosomes in different colors. The red horizontal line
indicates the genome-wide significance threshold while the blue line is the suggestive cut off. (b) Difference in mean
drought tolerance levels (STI) of MAGIC individuals carrying different alleles of a large effect SNP S1_405908238 on
chromosome 6. The box shows the first, second (median) and third quartile. The number of individuals for each allele is
given in the parenthesis. The mean difference (Δm), the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between SNP alleles and
phenotypic values and the P value of correlation are also given.
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4.4.3

Gene prediction for drought tolerance

The functions of drought-associated loci were determined by searching for
annotated sorghum genes within the peak SNP regions, using the generic genome browser
at http://plant.psc.riken.jp/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/Sbicolor/. The suggestive drought loci on
chromosomes 1, 8 and 9 marked by peak SNPs S1_55792507, S1_485973189 and
S1_588075664 respectively, spanned genomic regions harboring abiotic stress related
genes (Table 4-2).
For the major drought locus on chromosome 6, the top 7 SNPS (peak SNPs) were
selected based on their P-values. These SNPs were in strong LD (r2 > 0.7) and spanned
less than 70 Kb (~ 49.8 Mb to 49.87 Mb) regions on chromosome 6 (Figure 4-3). A gene
search within this 70Kb region resulted in a total of 12 genes. Out of these, seven genes
namely, Sobic.006G123100 (~49.79Mb position), Sobic.006G123200 (~49.807Mb),
Sobic.006G123300 (~49.81Mb), Sobic.006G123500 (~49.82Mb), Sobic.006G123700
(~49.84Mb), Sobic.006G124000 (~49.86Mb), and Sobic.006G124100 (~49.87Mb) were
within close proximities of the peak SNPs (Figure 4-3). The functional annotations of all
these genes revealed involvement plant abiotic and biotic distress defense (Table 4-2).
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Table 4- 2 Drought candidate genes and their functional annotations
Gene

SNP#

Chr

Site (bp)

-log10(P)

r2

Sobic.001G342600

S1_55792507

1

55,792,507

3.7

0.07

Sobic.008G036900

S1_485973189

8

3,475,144

3.5

0.07

Sobic.009G144700

S1_588075664

9

50,222,963

3.5

0.07

Sobic.006G123100

S1_405845382

49,803,462

10.5

0.21

14.53

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) protein

Sobic.006G123300

S1_405849164

49,807,244

9.4

0.20

-1.76

Peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase

Sobic.001G342500
Sobic.001G342700
Sobic.009G144600
Sobic.009G144800
Sobic.006G123200
Sobic.006G123500
Sobic.006G123700
Sobic.006G124000
Sobic.006G124100

S1_405846953
S1_405849164
S1_405898032
S1_405908238
S1_405908238

Nearest significant SNP to the gene;
respectively from the peak SNPs.
#

49,805,033
6

49,807,244
49,856,112
49,866,318
49,866,318

$Gene

9.9
9.4
9.5

11.0
11.0

0.21
0.20
0.20

0.22
0.22

Dist(kb)$ Functional annotation
0.15

-6.75

PDI-like protein

PDI-like protein

-14.48 Protein phosphotase protein
0.66

MYB family transcription factor

-4.86

Peroxidase precursor

-0.03
-9.65
1.59

Peroxidase precursor
Peroxidase precursor

Wax synthase isoform 1

-15.64 Peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase
11.33

UDP-glucoronosyl/UDP-glucosyl transferase

-5.58

UDP-glucoronosyl/UDP-glucosyl transferase

0.83

Broad Complex BTB domain with TAZ zinc finger and Calmodulin-binding domains

distance from the nearest significant SNP, the positive and negative values indicating that the gene is upstream and downstream
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Figure 4- 3 A cluster of drought candidate genes localized within a 63Kb region of
chromosome six
Gene models are shown below the Manhattan plot with the nearest SNPs indicated SNPs indicated by the vertical dash
lines. Green and yellow highlights on the gene models indicate genes with the same functional annotations while he blue
ones have unique functions. The non-highlighted models are genes that have no drought tolerance related functions.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) pattern of all the significant SNPs within this region is shown below the gene models. From
the color key provided, strength of color intensity reflects the strength of LD between pairs of SNPs.
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Two pairs of the genes (Sobic.006G123300 / Sobic.006G123500 and
Sobic.006G123700 / Sobic.006G124100) out of the 12 drought candidates, had the same
functional annotations, leaving 5 unique candidate genes for drought on chromosome 6.
Of the five genes, Sobic.006G124000 was situated at approximately 0.8kb upstream of
most significant drought associated SNP S1_405908238. The functional annotation of
Sobic.006G124000 indicated that it is a BTB (broad-complex, tramtrak, and bric-a-brac)
and TAZ (Transcriptional Adaptor Zinc finger) domain protein, whose expressions is
known to be modulated by multiple abiotic and biotic stresses, including abscisic acid
(ABA), cold, methyl jasmonate, and hydrogen peroxide (Mandadi et al., 2009).
In addition, the expression pattern by RNA-Seq analysis provided by Makita et al.
(2015) indicated that the Sobic.006G124000 gene marked by SNP S1_405908238 on
chromosome six, was expressed under multiple stresses including disease, nitrogen
deficiency and osmotic stresses (Figure 4-4a, b). The gene was also expressed at postflowering growth stage in the endosperm and in seeds. A gene similarity search using
SyMAP web-based synteny tool resulted in two maize genes (GRMZM2G103498 and
GRMZM2G459678) and two rice genes (13104.t03606 and 13102.t03485) that were
orthologous to the sorghum candidate, Sobic.006G124000 (Figure 4-4c). The sorghum
genome database (Makita et al., 2015) also showed the Sobic.006G124000 gene to be
orthologous to Arabidopsis gene AT3G48360, the functional annotations

of which

revealed its involvement in multiple pathways including abscisic acid-activated signaling
pathway, response to carbohydrate, response to salt stress and sugar mediated signaling
pathway.
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Figure 4- 4 Expression pattern and orthologues of the drought candidate gene
(Sobic.006G124000)

(a) Map of the gene Sobic.006G124000 spanning chromosome 6 from 49.865Mb to 49.868Mb (b) FPKM plot showing
the expression pattern by RNA-seq analysis of the Sobic.006G124000 gene under different conditions, plant parts and
development stages (c) Map of genes from maize (chr 8) and rice (chr 2 and 4) that are orthologous to the sorghum
Sobic.006G124000 gene.
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4.4.4

GWAS for grain yield, yield stability and 100 seed weight

Genome-wide scan identified a total of 22 loci significantly associated grain yield

and yield stability on multiple chromosomes with suggestive P ≤ 3 x10-4. The 22 peak
SNPs representing these loci have been presented in Table 4-3 and Appendix C3. Of the
22 SNPs, 16 were identiﬁed using the phenotypic values in individual environments, while
three SNPs were identiﬁed using BLUP values across six environments and the remaining
three SNPs were identified using yield stability parameter (Table 4-3 and Figure 4-5a, b).
The proportion of phenotypic variations (r2) explained by the 22 SNPs ranged from 7% to
11%. The loci associated with the BLUP estimated grain yield phenotype were found to be
situated on chromosomes 1, 5 and 7, marked by three peak SNPs; S1_44336306 (at 44.33
Mbp), S1_301471708 (at 76.73 Mbp) and S1_421022494 (at 27.88 Mbp) respectively
(Table 4-3 and Figure 4-5a). These SNPs explained between 8 to 9% of phenotypic
variation, and with allele effect range of -0.3 to 0.3.
Although a greater number of grain yield related loci were environment specific, 3
loci marked by the peak SNPs S1_77359894 (chr 2, at 3.63Mbp), S1_210210396 (chr 3, at
58.79Mbp) and S1_301953762 (chr 5, at 8.16Mbp) were associated with the yield stability
(Figure 4-5b and Table 4-3). The three stability loci explained 8-9% of phenotypic
variation, and the allele effects ranged from was -1.28 to -0.93 (Table 4-3).
For 100 seed weight, we detected a total of 9 significant association signals, 6 of
which came from individual environment and 3 from the BLUP estimates across two
environments (Figure 4-5c, Table 4-4). These SNPs accounted for 7% to 9% of total
variation in seed weight. Two of the seed weight related SNPs; S1_301953762 (chr 5) and
S1_599812387 (chr 10) detected in ACRE_13 (Table 4-4) were the very SNPS we found
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to be associated with grain yield and yield stability (Table 4-3). This suggested a pleiotropic
behavior of these loci on grain yield and seed weight. The allele effects of these two SNPs
on seed weight were -1.05 and -0.88 for S1_301953762 and S1_599812387 respectively.

Figure 4- 5 Manhattan plots for genome-wide scan of three agronomic traits
(a) Grain yield BLUP across six environments (b) Yield stability based on variance of genotype means across six
environments (c) seed weight BLUPs across two environments. The blue horizontal line is the suggestive cut off set at
P = 3.01 x 10-4 ≡ –log10 (P) of 3.
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Table 4- 3 Significant SNPS and their effects on sorghum grain yield and yield stability
Environment
ACRE_13
ACRE_14

Parameter
GY_mean
GY_mean

KAN_13

GY_mean

KAN_14

GY_mean

KOBO_14

GY_mean

MIESO_14
Combined

Combined

GY_mean

GY_BLUP

GY_stbility

QTL

Strongest SNP

2
3

S1_301953762
S1_413946385
S1_599812387

Chr

5
6

10
11
12

1

4

7
8
9

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

5
6
10

Pos (bp)

8155447
57904465
2505340

-log(p)

S1_236483696
S1_346718487
S1_602504525

4
5
10

S1_4077755
S1_212085821
S1_361809068

1
3
6

S1_287318703
S1_351946955
S1_536446555

S1_140309654

4
5
8

4.35
3.94
3.83

r2

0.09
0.08
0.08

Allele
A/G
T/C
C/A

A = -1.1,G = 0.0
T = 0.9,C = 0.0
C = 0.9, A = 0.0

10652240
52920172
5197478

4.67
3.77
3.90

0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07

G/C
T/C
C/A

T/A
T/G
A/G

G = 1.2, C = 0.0
T = -0.6, C = 0.0
C = -1.1, A = 0.0

T = 0.8, A = 0.0
T = -1.4, G = 0.0
A = -1.1, G = 0.0

4077755
60662862
5767148

4.0
4.28
4.01

0.08
0.08
0.08

G/A
G/A
T/A

G = -0.7, A = 0.0
G = -0.8, A = 0.0
T = 0.4, A = 0.0

61487247
58148640
53948510

4.04
4.10
3.67

2

66581619

4.07

0.08

S1_5792470
S1_414337157
S1_433025748

1
6
7

5792470
58295237
14791711

4.1
5.03
4.64

0.08
0.11
0.09

T/G
G/T
A/G

T = 0.3, G = 0.0
G = 0.3, T = 0.0
A = 0.3, G = 0.0

S1_44336306

1

44336306

0.09

T/C

T = -0.2, C = 0.0

S1_301471708
S1_421022494

5
7

7673393
2788457

4.6

4.35
4.05

0.09
0.08

A/G

Allele effect

C/T
C/A

A = 0.7, G = 0.0

C = -0.3, T = 0.0
C = 0.3, A = 0.0

20
S1_77359894
2
3,631,859
4.55
0.09
C/T
C = -1.1, T = 0.0
21
S1_210210396
3
58,787,437
3.84
0.08
G/C
G = -0.9, C = 0.0
22
S1_301953762
5
8,155,447
4.42
0.09
A/G
A = -1.3, G = 0.0
GY_mean is grain yield mean from two replications; GY_BLUP is grain yield estimated BLUP across 6 environments; GY_stbility is grain yield stability measured using variance
of genotypic means across 6 environments. Only one most significant SNP from a pool of several SNPs in strong LD depicting association signal is presented. The proportion of
variation explained by SNPs (r2) and the effects of SNPs alleles are indicated.
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Table 4- 4 Significant SNPS and their effects on sorghum seed weight.
Environment
ACRE_13
ACRE_14

Parameter

100 SDWT_mean
100 SDWT_mean

QTL

Strongest SNP

Chr

Pos (bp)

-log10(p)

r2

Allele

Allele effect

1

S1_301953762

5

8155447

3.53

3.53

0.07

0.07

A/G

A = -0.3, G = 0.0

3.80

0.07

G/C

G = -0.3, C = 0.0

3.90

0.08

C/T

C = -0.3, T = 0.0

2
3

100 SWDT_BLUP

10

S1_1893536

1

S1_215893518

3

4

S1_133335188

6

S1_411230097

5
Combine

S1_599812387

7
8
9

S1_224532746
S1_411289431

2505340

1893536

2

59607153

3.63

6

55188177

4.13

3
6

64470559
73109787
55247511

3.64
4.62

0.07

C/A
A/T

C = -0.3, A = 0.0
A = -0.3, T= 0.0

0.08

G/C

C = -0.3, T = 0.0

0.07

A/G

A = -0.1, G = 0.0

0.09

A/G

A = -0.1, G = 0.0

S1_526639288
8
44141243
3.77
0.07
G/T
G = -0.1, T = 0.0
100 SDWT_mean = the mean weight of 100 seeds (g) from two replications; 100 SWDT_BLUP= BLUP estimated for 100 seed weight from two environments. Only one most
significant SNP from a pool of several SNPs in strong LD depicting association signal is presented. The proportion of variation explained by SNPs (r2) and the effects of SNPs
alleles are indicated.
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4.4.5

Candidate gene prediction for grain yield, yield stability and seed weight

Based on the GWAS results, a search for gene models was conducted within
regions that showed significant association signals for grain yield BLUP, yield stability,
and 100 seed weight BLUP. Five grain yield genes were found, four of them (two on Chr
1 and two on Chr 5), were situated in a phytohormone signaling pathway and one on Chr
7 was a carbohydrate transporter (Figure 4-6a, b, c). The two genes on Chr 1
(Sobic.001G268900 and Sobic.001G269000) were both functionally annotated as
lysosomal alpha-mannosidase precursor, orthologous to glycosyl hydrolase family 38
proteins

in

Arabidopsis

(AT5G66150),

rice

(OS10G0140200)

and

maize

(GRMZM5G855776). Glycosyl hydrolases are a widespread group of enzymes that
hydrolyze the glyosidic bond between carbohydrates and have been shown to be directly
involve in grain yield increase in maize (Fu et al., 2010). A second pair of grain yield genes
on Chr 5 (Sobic.005G067300 and Sobic.005G067500) encoded 1-aminocyclopropane-1carboxylate oxidase (ACO) (Figure 4-6b), and was orthologous to AT1G77330,
OS11G0186900 and GRMZM2G089856 genes in Arabidopsis, rice and maize respectively.
The ACO is a key enzyme of glutathione (GSH) which is involve in biosynthesis of
ethylene, an important phytohormone in grain yield signaling pathway (Datta et al., 2015).
For instance, suppression of ethylene synthesis in maize has been shown to improve grain
yield under drought stress (Habben et al., 2014). The transporter gene on Chr 7 was
orthologous to nucleotide or sugar transporter family protein in Arabidopsis (AT3G14410),
rice (OS08G0135100) and maize (GRMZM2G022793), which play a role in modifying
energy and carbon distribution within the plant during stressful conditions, thereby
sustaining high grain yield (Ludewig and Flügge, 2013; Schroeder et al., 2013).
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Additionally, five genes for yield stability were identified: Sobic.002G036900 and
Sobic.002G037000 on Chr 2, Sobic.003G247000 on Chr 3, and Sobic.005G069500 and
Sobic.005G069700 on c Chr 5 (Figure 4-6d, e, f).

Both Sobic.002G036900 and

Sobic.002G037000 genes located on chromosome 2 (Figure 4-6d), orthologous to
AT5G48890 and OS07G0153600 genes in Arabidopsis and rice respectively, encoded a
C2H2-like zinc finger protein. Biological functions of the zinc finger protein are implicated
in plant development and stress response which is also vital in sustaining high yield. A
second gene Sobic.003G247000 associated with yield stability on Chr 3 (Figure 4-6e), was
annotated as an endo-beta-mannanase enzyme. It is similar to a glycoside hydrolase super
family protein in Arabidopsis (AT5G66460), rice (OS01G0663300) and Mize
(GRMZM2G055585). Endo-beta-mannanase enzyme is involved in degradation of cell
wall polysaccharides and is linked to many aspects of plant growth and development
including reserve mobilization in plant tissues like fruits and seeds (Filichkin et al., 2004).
On Chr 5, two genes: Sobic.005G069500 and Sobic.005G069700 were found in the
genomic area that displayed significant SNP-association with yield stability (Figure 4-6f).
The two genes were similar to AT1G21270 gene in Arabidopsis and both encoded a wallassociated protein kinase (WAK) receptor that has been implicated in sustaining high grain
yield under drought stress (Swamy et al., 2011). Three genes namely, Sobic.003G427500,
Sobic.006G190400 and Sobic.008G111300 were associated with seed weight increase on
Chrs 3, 6 and 8 respectively (Figure 6g-i). The gene Sobic.003G427500 shown in Figure
6g is a cytochrome P450 family protein, orthologous to AT3G56630, OS01G0951500 and
GRMZM2G065245 genes in Arabidopsis, rice and maize respectively, and has been shown
to play a role in seed size increase (Ma et al., 2015). The second seed weight associated
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gene, Sobic.006G190400 shown in Figure 4-6h is a B3 DNA binding domain containing
protein, similar to the AT2G46870, OS04G0581400 and GRMZM2G018485 genes in
Arabidopsis, rice and maize respectively. Members of the plant-specific B3 DNA binding
superfamily include genes like auxin response factors (ARFs) that are involved in seed size
and seed weight increase (Swaminathan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012). A third seed
weight related gene (Sobic.008G111300) on Chr 8 (Figure 4-6i) was designated as a
transporter gene, similar to polyol/monosaccharide transporter genes: AT3G18830,
OS12G0514000 and GRMZM2G060183 in Arabidopsis, rice and maize respectively. Sugar
transporter genes participates in cellular sugar partitioning, and their actions are known to
affect seed size and total grain yield (Wingenter et al., 2010).
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Figure 4- 6 Candidate genes for grain yield, yield stability and 100 seed weight.

(a-c) Grain yield genes on chr1, chr5 and chr7; (d-f) yield stability genes on chr2, chr3 and chr5; (g-i) seed weight gees on chr3, chr6 and chr8. Associated genes are highlighted in
red. SNP-trait associated genomic regions are shown in vertical blue transparent shades. Significant threshold is indicated by horizontal dash lines.
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4.5
4.5.1

Discussion

Variability for drought and yield traits in the sorghum MAGIC population

Drought tolerance, grain yield and 100 seed weight are among the well documented
complex traits that are largely affected by the genotype-by-environmental interaction, and
are a challenge to conventional breeding (Kebede et al., 2001; Rajeev and Roberto, 2007;
Shi et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2015a). Consequently, these quantitative traits are the prime
target of molecular dissections, because it is hoped that genomic selections or the use of
specific DNA markers closely linked to these traits would enhance breeding for these traits.
A genome-wide scan for loci associated with post-anthesis drought tolerance, grain
yield and seed weight was conducted in this study, utilizing 200 genotypes sampled from
a recently developed sorghum MAGIC population. The MAGIC genotypes displayed wide
genetic variation for the traits measured, but effect of environment and its interaction with
the genotypes were also significant. This observation implied that it is possible to
conventionally breed for these traits using the MAGIC population, however, the presence
of genotype-by-environment interaction would limit the progress. Because of the
environmental influence on the traits measured in the present study, correlations among
test environments were moderate, and this was further reflected in low to moderate
estimates of repeatability and heritability. Previous studies also reported low heritability
for these traits in sorghum and other crops (Naim et al., 2012; Jatav and Kandalkar, 2014;
El-Rawy and Hassan, 2014), although (Anand and Kajjidoni, 2014) reported moderate to
high broad sense heritability estimates for grain yield and 100 seed weight. These results
reflected the need to incorporate molecular approaches in the breeding of complex traits to
enhance improvement.
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4.5.2

GWAS and candidate genes for drought tolerance

Post-anthesis drought tolerance phenotype was measured in the present study using
stress tolerance index (Boussen et al., 2010; Kharrazi and Rad, 2013; Jatav and Kandalkar,
2014; Ongom et al., 2016). four loci for post-anthesis drought tolerance were detected on
chromosomes 1, 6, 8 and 9. The SNPs marking these drought loci were in close proximities
of fourteen genes that have been implicated in abiotic stress responses. For instance, the
gene Sobic.001G342500 situated 0.15 kb upstream of the peak SNP (S1_55792507) on Chr
1 is a protein disulfide-isomerase (PDI) enzyme in eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum that
catalyzes the formation and breakage of disulfide bonds between cysteine residues within
proteins as they fold (Wilkinson and Gilbert, 2004). The enzyme PDI, orthologous to
Arabidopsis AT1G60420 and rice OS03G0405500 genes, play a key role in inhibiting
protein aggregation during drought stress by assisting in proper folding of nonnative
proteins (Wilkinson and Gilbert, 2004; Tuteja and Gill, 2016).
A second gene that was found within the same vicinity (14 kb downstream) of the
peak SNP on Chr 1 is Sobic.001G342700, which is orthologous to AT1G09160 gene in
Arabidopsis. It encodes a protein phosphatase which is known to be a negative regulator
of the abscisic acid signaling pathway (Babula-Skowrońska et al., 2015). On Chr 8, one
gene Sobic.008G036900, was found 0.66 kb upstream of the peak SNP S1_485973189.
This gene and its orthologues AT1G68670 (Arabidopsis), OS02G0325600 (rice) and
GRMZM2G159119 (maize) is a MYB (myeloblastosis) family transcription factor primarily
involved in DNA binding. The plant MYB proteins belong to the R2R3-MYB subfamily
which play central roles in the control of plant-specific processes, including primary and
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secondary metabolism, cell fate and identity, development, response to abiotic and biotic
stresses (Dubos et al., 2010; Baldoni et al., 2015).
Furthermore, genome-browsing of the drought association signal position on Chr 9
resulted in three stress related gene models: Sobic.009G144600, Sobic.009G144700 and
Sobic.009G144800, all encoding a peroxidase precursor and were found within 0.03-10 kb
downstream of the peak SNP S1_588075664 (Table 4-2). These three genes are
orthologous to AT1G71695.1 from Arabidopsis, which is associated with the scavenging
of reactive oxygen species like hydrogen peroxide, oxidation of toxic reductants,
biosynthesis and degradation of lignin, suberization, auxin catabolism, and response to
environmental stresses, such as wounding, pathogen attack, and oxidative stress (AscencioIbáñez et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2009; Silveira et al., 2015). This enzyme also acts in the
phenylpropanoid biosynthesis pathway associated with drought tolerance mechanisms
(Silveira et al., 2015).
Importantly, a large effect drought QTL was found on Chr 6, tagged by multiple
linked SNP markers (Figure 4-2a). Seven linked SNPs associated with drought tolerance
guided us to a less than70 kb region on Chr 6 that contained a cluster of multiple stress
response genes (Figure 4-3 and Table 4-2). These genes included ATP-binding cassette
protein, wax synthase, peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase, UDP-glucosyl transferase
and Broad Complex BTB domain with TAZ zinc finger proteins, all of which have been
implicated in major abiotic stress response pathways (Mandadi et al., 2009; Dai, 2010; Seo
and Park, 2011; Liu et al., 2015; Borghi et al., 2015).

One of these genes,

Sobic.006G124000 encoding the BTB domain protein was just 0.8kb upstream of the
strongest SNP in this region (S1_405908238). This gene has orthologues in rice and maize
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Figure 4-4c). The role of the BTB protein family in abiotic stress has been suggested as
they exhibit differential expression upon exposure to salt and cold stress (Mandadi et al.,
2009). Furthermore, member of this gene family were found to be induced in plants
overexpressing a salt tolerance–conferring transcription factor (At-bZIP60), suggesting
their involvement in protecting plants from salt stress (Fujita et al., 2007).
4.5.3

GWAS and candidate genes for grain yield, stability and seed weight

Breeding for grain yield is a challenging task. Grain yield in sorghum is conditioned
by multiple genes, its expression is masked by other developmental traits and genotypeby-environment interactions (Reddy et al., 2013). Continued elucidation of the genetic
architecture for grain yield will facilitate improvement through marker assisted and/or
genomic selections. Sorghum grain yield and it components have been studied using
linkage mapping approaches, and multiple QTLs these traits have been reported. For
instance, Reddy et al. (2013) identified six QTLs for increased grain yield and yield
stability on c Chrs 3, 4, 6 and 9. Han et al. (2015) reported seven QTL for 100 seed weight
on Chrs 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8. The authors fine mapped one of the major seed weight QTL
named qGW1 on the short arm of Chr 1. Recently, genome-wide association studies have
been used to validate previously identified grain yield QTLs and to uncover novel genomic
regions. Zhang et al. (2015) compared QTL data to GWAS and mapped several genomic
hotspots for seed mass. GWAS conducted by Boyles et al. (2016) revealed multiple
genomic regions involved in grain yield and seed weight increase, and identified several
genes involved in the grain yield pathway including hexokinases, glycosyl hydrolase
family proteins, cytochrome P450 superfamily proteins, among others.
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In the present study, a total 22 genomic regions were associated with grain yield
and yield stability, while 9 were associated with 100 seed weight. A majority of SNP
markers linked to these regions were not detectable across the multiple environments,
implying the presence of a gene-environment interaction. Zhang et al. (2015) found that
seed mass data measured in one year could not confirm associations detected based on a
second year data. Some authors argue that even with accurate genotype and phenotype
information, some associations may not be repeatable due to interaction between genotype
and environment (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007). Therefore, environmental sensitivity of QTLs
should be considered before making use of them in marker assisted selection.
The study further used the GWAS results to mine candidate genes in the genomic
regions surrounding the SNPs associated with grain yield, stability and 100 seed weight. It
was found that genes associated with grain yield and stability were those involved in
phytohormone signaling pathway, carbohydrate metabolism, sugar transport and stress
defense (Figure 4-6a-f). These kind of genes have been shown by maize transcriptomics
analysis to affect grain yield (Fu et al., 2010). The seed weight associated genes were those
involved in plant development and sugar transportation (Figure 4-6g, h, i). These included
genes like cytochrome P450 family protein, B3 DNA binding domain containing protein
and a sugar transporter gene. Cytochrome P450 family is one of the largest families of
plant proteins, harboring genes that are important in crop improvement. Several genes in
this family have been shown to affect the process of seed development, and with specific
influence on seed size (Adamski et al., 2009; Fang et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2015). The B3
DNA binding domain containing protein on the other hand are involved in many plant
processes including transcriptional activation and gene repression, with some members like
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ARFs playing vital role in seed development and maturation process (Swaminathan et al.,
2008; Romanel et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012). The other seed weight related gene that
was uncovered encoded a monosaccharide transporter protein. Büttner and Sauer (2000)
provided detailed assessment of the role of plant monosaccharide transporters in
partitioning of assimilated carbon and in sugar sensing. By directing the assimilates to
specific organs, sugar transporters have been shown to be directly involved in processes
that influence seed size and eventually overall grain yield. For instance, transgenic analysis
of a tonoplast monosaccharide transporter (TMT1) in Arabidopsis by Wingenter et al.
(2010) showed the TMT1 overexpressor mutants to produced larger seeds and greater total
seed yield.
4.6

Conclusions

This study examined the genetic underpinnings of drought tolerance, grain yield
variability and seed weight in sorghum, and revealed a few putative genes governing these
complex traits. Repeatability and broad-sense heritability estimates showed that variation
for drought tolerance and yield-related traits could be genetically manipulated for
improvement, and that the process would be enhanced more through incorporation of
genomic assisted selection. To be able to achieve this, a thorough understanding of
underlying mechanisms of these traits is required.
This study identified four potential loci in sorghum associated with drought tolerance
on chromosomes 1, 6, 8 and 9. The SNP markers linked to each of these four loci guided
us into novel genomic regions harboring predicted genes whose functions have been
implicated in abiotic stress responses. Similarly, the GWAS study identified a total of 22
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and 9 genomic regions associated with grain yield and 100 seed weight respectively in
sorghum. The predicted genes associated with the gain yield and seed weight-mapped loci
were situated in phytohormone signaling pathway, carbohydrate metabolism, sugar
transport and stress defense. These are biological processes whose modulations influence
plant growth and development and are known to affect seed size and total yield. These
results gave new insights into the basis of variation for draught and grain yield, adding
knowledge of these complex traits as well as a way for genetic enhancement through
genomic selection.
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Appendix A (Chapter 2 supplementary files)

Number of SNPs per chromosome

A- 1 Genome-wide distribution of SNPs.
In this figure, the number and percent distributions of SNPs shown on the top and bottom panels
respectively.
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A- 2 Chromosome-wise distribution of major and minor allele frequencies, level of
heterozygosity and proportion of missing data in the MAGIC subset
Chr

Major allele frequency

Minor allele frequency

Proportion heterozygous

Proportion missing

chr2

0.84

0.16

0.04

0.08

chr1
chr3
chr4
chr5
chr6
chr7
chr8
chr9

chr10

0.85
0.84
0.89
0.83
0.82
0.85
0.84
0.87

0.83

Mean
0.85
PIC = polymorphism information content

0.15
0.16
0.12
0.17
0.18
0.15
0.15
0.13

0.17

0.15

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.04

0.04

PIC

0.08

0.26

0.08

0.27

0.07
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.07

0.08

0.08

0.27
0.19
0.28
0.30
0.26
0.27
0.23

0.28

0.26
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A- 3 Distribution of founder SNP alleles that were captured in the subset of MAGIC
population.

Top panel shows the number of founder, MAGIC and shared alleles. Bottom panel shows percentage distribution of
shared alleles, with the horizontal dash lines indicating the average proportion (0.73) of founder alleles captured in the
MAGIC.
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A- 4 Posterior distribution (lnP(D)) for STRUCTURE runs with 16 different populations
assumed (K), each K replicated five times
Inferred groups (K)
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5

ln P(D)1

-4225106
-4212007
-4148457
-4712610
-4136380

ln P(D)2

-4223848
-4194773
-4254648
-8721054

-22400414

ln P(D)3

-4223992
-4187602
-4163845
-5414095

-4395474
-5345617

-9402188

-12906575

-20722306

-5336731

k8

-6560297

-90558587

-88774631

-16862217

-4187542

-5168203

-73053323
-23766379

-4224749

-4249810

k6
k7

ln P(D)4

-5378799

-114090930

-171137186

-30612641

-44286520

k13

-201756311

-40668605

-462322950

-463559068

-354824765

-332001985

-1186159124

k14
k15

-547297548

-1841006902

-122807132
-1054524170

-558914242

-185555143

-4164363

-7471352

-428842945

k11

-965262204

-5574090

-129092143

-21018077

k12

-4190539

-106028151

-107557793

-44113023

-4150542

-64767741

-210538912
-124501994

-4191313

-199067885

-127216343
-99851731

-4224460

-60972370

k9

k10

ln P(D)5

-474112680

Mean ln P(D)
-4224431
-4194647
-4222593
-5676783
-8305779

-21731105
-14081742
-89186754

-119209446

-117108114

-202947558

-112614967

-417525944

-317166576

-710060119
-94469854

-87852528

-440983733
-594309932
-761692526

k16
-308046599
-704397968
-311047002
-270847565
-291191459 -377106119
ln P(D) is a posterior probability distribution showing the likelihood that the population is subdivided into any of the K
values assumed (k=1 to K=16)
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A- 5 Proportion of membership of each of the 200 MAGIC lines in each of the different
populations assumed.

STRUCTURE bar plots are shown for 10 of the 16 sub populations assumed. In each case, the genome of each
genotype is shared across multiple populations assumed resulting in no specific stratification within the population.
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A- 6 Rate of Linkage disequilibrium decay across each of the 10 chromosomes.
In this figure, the bottom-left panel summarizes the chromosome-specific LD decay rate measured after every 20kb, and the genome-wide mean LD (a dash red curve bottom-right
panel). On average, LD is low and halves within 40-220kb (dash vertical lines), which is indicative of high recombination, and therefore, finer resolution mapping.
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A- 7 Rate of linkage disequilibrium decay at 20Kb interval for each chromosome
Distance (Kb)

chr1

20

0.26
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40
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100
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0.43
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0.19
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0.20
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.09

0.19
0.15
0.13
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.07
0.10

0.23
0.16
0.17
0.16
0.14
0.15
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.13
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.12

0.28
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.19
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11

0.25
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
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A- 8 Phenotypic distribution for plant height.
(a) Histogram of plant height (PHT) (b) Box plot for the distribution of plant height by year.
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A- 9 Association signals for three plant height genes based on three regression models
(a) GLM-Naïve (model does not account for population structure) (b) GLM-P (general linear model with population
structure accounted for using principal components) (c) MLM-PK (Mixed linear model with both structure and
relatedness accounted for using PC and kinship matrices)
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A- 10 Genotyping by Sequencing (GBS) reference pipeline

A-10.1 Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) work flow
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A-10.2 GBS reference pipeline options for analysis
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A-10.2 Continued

A-10.3 Raw sequence data details
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A-10.4 MAGIC genome alignment
Original file: /workdir/genomes/public/sorghum/Sbicolor_v2.1_255.fa.gz
downloaded ftp://ftp.jgipsf.org/pub/compgen/phytozome/v9.0/early_release/Sbicolor_v2.1/assembly/Sbicolor_v2
.1_255.fa.gz (Paterson et al 2009).
Chromosomes were renamed in the following manner for compatibility with the GBS
pipeline: removed leading "Chr", "Chr0", replaced "super_10" with 4000 (to avoid
overlapping Chr10", and removed all other leading "super_" using the following
commands:
zcat Sbicolor_v2.1_255.fa.gz | sed 's/Chr0//g' | sed 's/Chr//g' | sed 's/super_10/4000/g' |
sed 's/super_//g' > Sbicolor_v2.1_255.renamed. fa
resulting in the file:
/workdir/genomes/public/sorghum/Sbicolor_v2.1_255.renamed.fa
of total size (bp) 735709276
with md5sum: a9492a06db42921ee5596f5fb203de55
This file was indexed for use with bwa version 0.7.8-r455
BWA Alignment parameters
alignment generated with bwa Version: 0.7.8-r455
bwa aln -t 8 /workdir/genomes/public/sorghum/Sbicolor_v2.1_255.renamed.fa
internal/02_mergedtagcounts/sorghum_bicolor_purdue.fq >
internal/03_alignment/sorghum_bicolor_purdue.sai
bwa samse /workdir/genomes/public/sorghum/Sbicolor_v2.1_255.renamed.fa
internal/03_alignment/sorghum_bicolor_purdue.sai
internal/02_mergedtagcounts/sorghum_bicolor_purdue.fq >
internal/03_alignment/sorghum_bicolor_purdue.sam
Alignment Results:
Total 4122598 tags
2763236 (67.0%) were aligned to unique positions
457904 (11.1%) were aligned to multiple positions
901458 (21.9%) could not be aligned
Resulting SNPs
 HapMap SNPs (unfiltered): 274578
 HapMap SNPs (filtered): 81246
 VCF SNPs: 1261277
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A- 11 R scripts used in MAGIC analyses
A-11.1 R codes for generating chromosome-wise SNPs and gene density
#SNP and gene density along the chromosomes plots
setwd("C:/Users/HP User/OneDrive/GWAS")
install.packages("ggplot2")
library(ggplot2)
# import a text file with gene positions
# columns should be: chr, position (no end or gene name required)
SNP <- read.table("SNPSchr10.txt",sep="\t",header=T)
genes <- read.table("Geneschr10.txt",sep="\t",header=T)
# make sure the chromosomes are ordered in the way you want
# them to appear in the plot
#genes$chr <- with(genes, factor(chr, levels=paste("chr",c(1),sep=""), ordered=TRUE))
# make a density plot of genes over the provided chromosomes (or scaffolds ...)
Plot1_SNP <-ggplot(SNP,cex.lab=1.5, xlab=FALSE)+
geom_histogram(aes(x=pos),binwidth=500000) +
ggtitle("SNP density chr 10")+ ylab("No.of SNPs")
Plot2_gene<- ggplot(genes,cex.lab=1.5)+ geom_histogram(aes(x=position),col="Blue",
binwidth=500000) +
ggtitle("Gene density chr 10") + xlab("pos(bins 0.5 Mb)") + ylab("No.of genes")
options(scipen=10000000)
multiplot(Plot1_SNP,Plot2_gene)
# save it to an image
png("SNP_GENE_densitychr1.png",width=400,height=200)
print(SNP_Gene)

dev.off()

A-11.2 R codes for generating LD decay plots
setwd("F:/GWAS/PP34GBSDATA_by chromosome")
LDD<-read.csv("LDchr10.csv", header=T)
attach(LDD)
n<-52
HW.st<-c(C=0.1)
HW.nonlinear<nls(R.2~((10+C*Dist_bp)/((2+C*Dist_bp)*(11+C*Dist_bp)))*(1+((3+C*Dist_bp)*(12+12*C*Di
st_bp+(C*Dist_bp)^2))/(n*(2+C*Dist_bp)*(11+C*Dist_bp))),start=HW.st,control=nls.control(m
axiter=100))
tt<-summary(HW.nonlinear)
new.rho<-tt$parameters[1]
fpoints<((10+new.rho*Dist_bp)/((2+new.rho*Dist_bp)*(11+new.rho*Dist_bp)))*(1+((3+new.rho*Dist_b
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p)*(12+12*new.rho*Dist_bp+(new.rho*Dist_bp)^2))/(n*(2+new.rho*Dist_bp)*(11+new.rho*Dis
t_bp)))
df<-data.frame(Dist_bp,fpoints)
maxld<-max(R.2)
#You could eleucubrate if it's better to use the maximum ESTIMATED value of LD
#In that hecase you just set: maxld<-max(fpoints)
h.decay<-maxld/2
half.decay.distance<-df$Dist_bp[which.min(abs(df$fpoints-h.decay))]
##Of course, you might decide to plot your data. In the example I plot the actual LD points as
point
ld.df<-data.frame(Dist_bp,fpoints)
ld.df<-ld.df[order(ld.df$Dist_bp),]
plot(Dist_bp,R.2,pch=19,cex=0.9, col="blue")
lines(ld.df$Dist_bp,ld.df$fpoints,lty=5,lwd=2, col="red")
plot(R.2,DPrime, col="red")

A-11.3 R codes for plant height ANOVA and BLUP estimates
setwd("C:/Users/Patrick/Dropbox/PhD research data/R_DATASETS")
ACRE = read.csv("ACRE_13_14_normal.csv", header=T)
## Check to ensure data imported correctly
str(ACRE)
head(ACRE)
tail(ACRE)
## Attach dataset
attach(ACRE)
## Examine distribution of data
hist(PHT_C)
hist(PHT_C, breaks=40,xlim=c(30,300),col="white")
boxplot(PHT_C~year, xlab="year", ylab="Mean PHT",
main="distribution of PHT by year at ACRE", col="white")
##multienvironment analysis of variance
ANOVA<-aov(PHT_C~Genotype+rep+year+Genotype*year)
summary(ANOVA)
LM<-lm(PHT_C~Genotype+rep+year+Genotype*year)
ANOVA<-aov(LM)
summary(ANOVA)
##Means of factors including interaction terms
MEANS=model.tables(ANOVA,"mean")
MEANS
## Calculate variance components
library(lme4)
PHTvarcomp=lmer(PHT_C~(1|Genotype) +(1|year) +rep+(1|Genotype:year))
# Extract variance components
summary(PHTvarcomp)
# estimate BLUPS
PHTBLUP = ranef(PHTvarcomp)
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# look at output structure
str(DTFBLUP)
# extract blup for Genotypes
PHTBLUPextract = PHTBLUP$Genotype
PHTBLUPextract
# see the structure of the blup for each genotype
str(DTFBLUPextract)
# save the BLUP output to a separate .csv file
write.csv (DTFBLUPextract, file="DTFBLUPextract")
## Creating plots with the BLUPs
# Create a numeric vector with the BLUP for each line
GENOBLUP = DTFBLUPextract[,1]
# Create a histogram with the BLUP for each line
hist(GENOBLUP, breaks=40,col="white")
## Compare BLUP to genotype averages on a scatterplot
means = tapply(DTF, Genotype, na.rm=T, mean)
plot(GENOBLUP, means, bty="L", col="red")

A-11.4 R codes for plant height Manhattan and QQ plots
##qqman codesfor manhattan plots
install.packages("qqman")
setwd("C:/Users/HP User/Dropbox/PhD research data/PP34GWAS/PP34 GWAS organized
data")
library(qqman)
manhattan<- read.table("Manhattan_PHT_ACRE_13_14_MLM_PKmodel.txt", head=T)
as.data.frame(table(manhattan$CHR))
manhattan(manhattan, main="MLM_P+K model for PHT",ylim = c(0, 7),cex = 1.5,
col = c("blue4", "orange3"),suggestiveline=F,
genomewideline = 4.8)
##Let's look at a single chromosome:
manhattan(subset(manhattan, CHR == 6),ylim = c(0, 5),suggestiveline=F,genomewideline = F,
col="blue",cex = 1.8, main="chr. 6 ",xlab="Pos(Mb)")
##qqplot
qq(manhattan$P, main = "Q-Q plot_MLM_P+K MODEL")
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Appendix B (Chapter 3 supplementary files)

B- 1 Pearson correlation matrix for relationships among the drought indices.
Right panel is a matrix displaying numeric correlation coefficients (r) of the same graphical relationships shown in the
left panel. GRY = grain yield reduction; SWR = seed weigh reduction; STI_Yield and STI_seed= stress tolerance index
measured with grain yield and 100 seed weight data respectively; SSI_yield and SSI_seed= stress susceptibility index
measured with grain yield and 100 seed weight data respectively; MP_yield and MP_seed= mean productivity measured
with grain yield and 100 seed weight data respectively.
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B- 2 Distribution of estimated environmental variance for the 30 selected genotypes
based on grain yield performance across six environments.
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B- 3 GGE-biplot portraying ideal versus poor environments in terms of genotypic grain
yield performances
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B- 4 R and SAS scripts for phenotypic data analysis
B-4.1 SAS codes genetic and phenotypic correlation analysis
Data ACRE;
input year $ key rep $ YLDLOSS SEEDWTLOSS;
datalines;
proc print data=ACRE; run;
data A;
***%corr(MPyld,MPseed);
DATA L;
set ACRE(rename=(MPyld =y))
ACRE(rename=(MPseed=y));
if MPyld=. then trait=1 ;
if MPseed=. then trait=2 ;
drop MPyld MPseed;
run;
***proc print data=L (obs=6); run;
***title 'Arranged data';
proc mixed data=L covtest asycov scoring=1;
Class trait rep key year;
model y =trait rep year;
random trait /type=un sub=key g gcorr;
repeated /type=UN sub=key*year*rep r rcorr;
ods output covparms=_varcomp asycov=_cov ;
run;
/* You do NOT need to change the following lines, except, If the name of the genotype in your
data is not 'family' then change it accordingly */
/* Start IML */
proc iml ;
/* Go to output file '_varcomp', and create a 3-row vector for 'family' group only. The 1st estimate
(row) is genetic variance of Trait1, the 2nd is the genetic Covariance, and the 3rd is genetic
variance of Trait2 */
use _varcomp;
read all var {Estimate} where(Subject="key") into _varcomp;
close _varcomp;
/* Create Asymptotic Covariance Matrix for 'genotype' group, select the first 3x3 block matrix of
variances of estimates and covariances between estimates */
use _cov;
read all var {CovP1 CovP2 CovP3} into _cov;
close _cov;
/* genetic correlation */
r = _varcomp[2,1]/sqrt(_varcomp[1,1]*_varcomp[3,1]);
/* Standard error of genetic correlation */
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a =_cov[1,1]/(4*(_varcomp[1,1])**2) ;
ab=_cov[2,2]/((_varcomp[2,1])**2) ;
b =_cov[3,3]/(4*(_varcomp[3,1])**2) ;
c1=(2*_cov[1,3])/ (4*(_varcomp[1,1]*_varcomp[3,1]));
c2=(2*_cov[1,2])/ (2*(_varcomp[1,1]*_varcomp[2,1]));
c3=(2*_cov[2,3])/ (2*(_varcomp[2,1]*_varcomp[3,1]));
var_r=(r*r)*(a+b+ab+c1-c2-c3); ** Variance of genetic correlation ;
SE_r =sqrt(var_r) ; ** Standard error of genetic correlation ;
print r var_r SE_r ;

run; quit;

B- 4.2 R codes for multi-environment analysis and BLUP estimates
## Read in dataset
MET= read.table("METdata_6envnts.txt", header=T)
## Check to ensure data imported correctly
str(MET)
head(MET)
tail(MET)
## Attach dataset
attach(MET)
# lets force Rto treat the variables as factors rather than integers
MET$Geno <- factor(MET$Geno)
MET$rep <- factor(MET$rep)
MET$key <- factor(MET$key)
MET$Env <- factor(MET$Env)
## Examine distribution of data
hist(yield, col="gold")
boxplot(yield~Env, xlab="environments", ylab="yield",
main="distribution of yield by environments", col="blue")
##multienvironment analysis of variance
linearmodel=lm(yield~Geno+Env+rep%in%Env+Geno:Env)
#summary(linearmodel)
ANOVA=aov(linearmodel)
summary (ANOVA)
##Means of factors including interaction terms
MEANS=model.tables(ANOVA,"mean")
MEANS
## Calculate variance components
library(lme4)
yieldvarcomp=lmer(yield~(1|Geno)+(Env+rep%in%Env)+(1|Geno:Env))
# Extract variance components
summary(yieldvarcomp)
BLUP MODEL
## BLUPS to be used for GWAS and breedes selection
# fit the model
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yieldBLUPmodel=lmer(yield~(1|Geno)+(1|Env)+rep+(1|Geno:Env))
# estimate BLUPS
yieldBLUP = ranef(yieldBLUPmodel)
# look at output structure
str(yieldBLUP)
# extract blup for Genotypes
yield_Geno_BLUP = yieldBLUP$Geno
## Creating plots with the BLUPs
# Create a numeric vector with the BLUP for each line
GENOBLUP = yield_Geno_BLUP[,1]
# Create a histogram with the BLUP for each line
hist(GENOBLUP, col="brown")
## Compare BLUP to genotype averages on a scatterplot
lmean = tapply(yield, Geno, na.rm=T, mean)
plot(GENOBLUP, lmean, bty="L", col="red")

B- 4.3 R codes for GGE analysis
##bioplots and gge
bioplot<-read.table("MET_BIOPOT_data.txt", header=T)
head(bioplot)
library(BiplotGUI)
Biplots(bioplot)
#GGE
library(GGEBiplotGUI)
GGEBiplot(bioplot)
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Appendix C (Chapter 4 supplementary files)
C-1 Correlations among environments for different traits measured
GY

100 DSWT

0.10

--

ACRE_14 vs ACRE_13

0.29***

ACRE_14 vs KAN_14

0.11

ACRE_14 vs KAN_13

ACRE_14 vs KOBO_14

0.31***

ACRE_14 vs MIESO_14

0.36***

ACRE_13 vs KAN_14

0.13

ACRE_13 vs KAN_13

ACRE_13 vs KOBO_14

--

--

--

--

--

0.13

0.15*

--

--

--

--

--

--

0.08

0.71***

0.61***

--

--

--

0.65***

--

--

0.52***

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

0.69***

0.48***

--

--

--

0.56***

--

--

KAN_14 vs KOBO_14

--

--

--

0.12

KAN_14 vs MIESO_14

--

--

--

KAN_13 vs KOBO_14

KAN_13 vs MIESO_14

0.78***

0.16*

0.02

PHT

0.69***

--

0.32***

DHB

0.31***

0.14*

ACRE_13 vs MIESO_14
KAN_13 vs KAN_14

STI

0.18**

--

0.71***
--

--

--

--

--

--

KOBO_14 vs MIESO_14
0.40***
--0.72***
0.72***
***, ** and * significant at 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05 probability levels respectively; GY = Grain yield (t/ha); 100 SDWT =
weight of 100 seeds (g); STI = stress tolerance index measured based on grain yield under stress and non-stressed
conditions; DHB =days to half bloom; PHT = plant height (cm).

C-2 Correlations among the traits
STI

GY

-0.11

DHB

-0.18**

PHT

0.25***

GY
0.17*
0.02

PHT

0.02

DHB

100 SDWT
0.12
0.39***
0.15*
-0.04
***, ** and * significant at 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05 probability levels respectively; GY = Grain yield (t/ha); 100 SDWT =
weight of 100 seeds (g); STI = stress tolerance index measured based on grain yield under stress and non-stressed
conditions; DHB =days to half bloom; PHT = plant height (cm).
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C-3 Manhattan plots for grain yield GWAS in each of the six environments.

Most of the yield association signals did not reach the genome-wide threshold (-log10(p) =4.8) but exceeded the
suggestive cut off ((-log10(p) = 3.5) indicated by the red horizontal lines.
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C-4 R scripts for GWAS
setwd("C:/Users/Patrick/Dropbox/PhD research data/PP34GWAS/PP34 GWAS organized
data")
library(qqman)
manhattan<- read.table("manhattandata_STI-SDWT_GLM.txt", head=T)
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
as.data.frame(table(manhattan$CHR))
manhattan(manhattan, main="GLM for seed STI",ylim = c(0, 7),cex = 1.2,
col = c("blue4", "orange3"),suggestiveline=3.5,
genomewideline = 4.8)
##Let's look at a single chromosome:
manhattan(subset(manhattan, CHR == 6),suggestiveline=F,genomewideline =4.8 ,
col="orange",cex = 1.2, main="chr. 6", ylim = c(0, 7),xlim = c(0, 65), xlab="position(Mb)")
##qqplot
qq(manhattan$P, main =F,ylim = c(0, 8),
xlim = c(0, 8))
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
manhattan2<- read.table("manhattandata_STI-Y_GLM.txt", head=T)
par(mfrow=c(2,1))
as.data.frame(table(manhattan2$CHR))
manhattan(manhattan2, main="GLM for yield STI",ylim = c(0, 12),cex = 1.2,
col = c("blue4", "orange3"),suggestiveline=3.5,
genomewideline = 4.8)
##Let's look at a single chromosome:
manhattan(subset(manhattan2, CHR == 6),suggestiveline=F,genomewideline =4.8 ,

col="orange",cex = 1.2, main="chr. 6", ylim = c(0, 12),xlim = c(0, 65), xlab="position(Mb)")
##qqplot

qq(manhattan$P, main =F,ylim = c(0, 8),
xlim = c(0, 8))
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C-5 R scripts for linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis using synbreed package
library(synbreed)
pheno = as.data.frame(read.csv("phenoSTIyield.csv",header=T))
map = as.data.frame(read.table("Chr6synbredMAP.txt",header=T))
geno = read.csv("Chr6LDsynbredGENO3.csv",header=T)
gpData=create.gpData(pheno=pheno,geno=geno,map=map)
str(gpData)
summary(gpData)
plotGenMap(gpData, dense=TRUE)
summaryGenMap(gpData)
#impute missing data

gp.coded <- codeGeno(gpData,impute=TRUE,impute.type="random")
##relatedness based on marker data
U <- kin(codeGeno(gp.coded), ret = "realized")/4
plot(U)
##relatednes based on pedigree:
#K <- kin(gpData,ret="kin")
#plot(K)
##filter data for LD analysis
sorghumC <- codeGeno(gp.coded, maf=0.05)
##LD deacy
sorghumLD1 <- pairwiseLD(sorghumC,chr=6, type="data.frame")
LDDist(maizeLD1, type="bars", xlab="pos [Mb]")
# scatterplot
LDDist(sorghumLD1,type="p",pch=19,colD=hsv(alpha=0.1,v=0))
##LD heatmap
library(LDheatmap)
sorghumLD <- pairwiseLD(sorghumC,chr=6,type="matrix")
LDMap(sorghumLD,sorghumC)
#Genome-wide LD heatmap
LD <- pairwiseLD(sorghumC,chr=1:10,type="matrix")
plotNeighbourLD(LD,sorghumC,nMarker=FALSE)

VITA
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